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1,0 SUMMARY
Fuel pln assemblies fabricated in this program were designed by the Nuclear System Division
of Lewis Research Center for evaluation of fuel pin design concepts for a fast spectrum
lithium cooled compact space power reactor. These assemblies, designated by NASA as
'_ Phase III Fuel Pins, will be encapsulated and instrumentecJ under Contract NAS 3-15332 for
Z
_" irradiation testing at the NASA Plum Brook Facility.
These fuel pins consist of uranium mononltride fuel pellets encased in T-111 alloy. A tungsten
liner bonded to the ID of the T-111 cladding serves as a diffusion barrier.
Assembly procedures and construction techniques were fully qualified,and complete docu-
mentation was maintained for each assembly° Fuel pins were completely assembledand
, welded in the same vacuum purged inert atmosphere chamber to prevent exposure of fuel to
air and provide the stringent cleanliness standards required in the program. Thorough in-
spection and quality assurance techniques were utilized to assureassembliesof the highest
_ quality.
The procedures employed have been developed into a group of specifications designed to
controi the fab:ication of actual reactor fuel pins. Inspection, machining, cleaning and
L handling, welding, and assemblyare individually defined.
i
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
A technology program for a fast spectrum Advanced Power Reactor is being carried out by
the Nuclear Systems Division at Lewis Research Center. This program involves design of
the reactor structure, control devices, neutronics, materials compatibility studies, fuel
elements, and in-pile testing. The general reactor concept involves use of a lithium coolant,
a refractory alloy fuel clad and structural material, and a fully enriched uranium nitride
ceramic fuel.
The in-pile testing program for this reactor concept involves compatibility studies between
different comblnations of fuel, clad and llnem, investigation of the effects of fission gas
release, and fuel swelling. Fuel pin design and the effects of variable power density,
burnup, and irradiation time will be evaluated. Irradiation tests to obtain this data are
being conducted in the Oak Ridge Research Reactor and the NASA Plum Brook Reactor
Facility.
In this program, full slze prototype and reduced length fuel pins were fabricated for
testing and evaluation of the fuel elements for this Advanced Power Reactor. For the
"L" or prototype plns the fuel length is 38.1 cm (15.0 in. ) while the reduced length
"L/3" plns have a fuel zone 9.22 cm (3-3/4 in.) long. All the fuel pins will be used
for true tlme tests. Experience obtained in the fabrication of fuel pins under NASA
Contract NAS 3-12978 and reported in NASA Contract Report CR-72905 was utilized
where appllcable.
This report summarizes the details of hardware fabricated in this program with crossrefer-
ences to draw'.,ngsand assemblyprocedures. Fuel pin descriptions and drawings are presented
along with the salient features of assemblyand procedural information. Detailed assembly
sequences, cleaning, handling, and welding proceduresare appended.
#
2
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A number of separatetaskswer_ performed as a servlce to NASA Lewis ResearchCenter
under thls contract. Theseactivities were distinct in purposefrom the main object of
the program. Brief discussionsof theseseparate taskshave been appended to this report.
h
I
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3.0 FUEL PIN ASSEMBLY FABRICATION
Fuel pins were constructed to NASA drawlngs CD-352472, CD-352471, and C0-352466,
Figures 1, 2, and 3. The drawing nomenclature will be used in the discussions throughout
thls report. A summary of the hardware produced in thh program is presented in Table 1.
Assembly and fabricotlon procedures are described in general in thlc secHon of the report
while detailed step by step cssembly and inspection procedures are included in the Appendices.I
In addhicn, detailed specificatlons have been prepared and assembled for use in fabricafio,,
and inspection of prototype reactor fuel pins (see Figure 1, Drawing CD-352472). These
specs are designed for general contractural control of manufacturing procedures. These
documents have ueen included as Supplement 1 to this report.
3. i FUEL PIN DESCRIPTION
Fuel pins are composed of ceramic uranium mononitride pellets sealed inside a T-111 alloy
(Ta-8W-2Hf) container. A thin barrier of tungsten prevents contact of the uranium nitride
fuel pellets with the T-111 cladding as these materials are not compatlbJe at elevated tem-
perature. Spacers are located at each end of the fuel stack to absorbdifferential expansion
and fuel swelling.
Three types of fuel pins were fabricated in this programand are described as follows:
"L" Prototype - F._gure1, Dwg. CD352472, duplicates the fuel element design for the Advanceo
Power Reactor as close as possible. Fuel pin outside diameter is 1.91 cm (. 75 in. ), fuel stack
length 38. 1 cm (15.0 in. ), and clad thickness . 147 cm (. 058 in. ).
4,
"L" Instrumented - Figure 2, Dwg. CD352471, specifically designed for inpile testing and con-
talned thermocouple wells in end caps that extended into the end fuel pellets for direct measur-
ment of the fuel temperature. The dimensionsof the "L" prototype above are applicable to the
"L" instrumented. The only differences are in the end cap and spacer design.
7 •
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"L/3" Fuel Pins- Figure 3, Dwg. CD352466, constructed similar to "L" instrumentedexcept
have provision for instrumentation from only one end. Fuel stack length is 9.22 ern (3.75 in. ).
"L/3" pins have two different =lad thicknesses, . 147 cm (. 058 in. ) designated as "X" assemblies
and . 10'. cm (.040 in. ) designated as "Y" assemblies.
All fuel _';nshave the sameinside diameter, 1.61 cm (.636 in.), a .0127 cm (.005 in. ) thick
' tungsten liner bonded to the clad I.D. giving a liner I.D. of 1.59 cm (.626 in. ), the same
diametrically sized fuel pellets 1.58 cm (. 622 in. ) O. D. x. 51 cm (. 201 in. ) I. D., and fuel
pellets with an average U-235 enrichment of 5.03%.
3. 1.1 Piece Part Fabrication
Fuel pln piece parts were fab,_cated by various methodsdepending on the material and con-
figuration of the part. Uranium nitfide fuel was fabricated by cold isostatic pressing, sinterlng,
ar_ machining at the Oak R;dge National Laboratoryunder NASA contract C-60080-B. Tungsten
washersand T-111 spacerswere furnished by NASA as completed parts. Thermocouplepro-
tective tubes were fabriccted by chemical vapor deposition utilizing the hydrogen reduction
i of gaseousWF6o Deposition was performedon molybdenummandrelsheated to 600°C andt
was timed to yield a c,,atlng of the desired thickness. Mandrel and coating were cut to
length and the mandrel removedby chemical etching leaving a tube of tungsten. The
i etching solution was composedof 50% nitric acid and 50% water by volume then adding
' _ 3.5% sulfuric acid as necessaryto keep the reaction going. Tungstenliners were formedby
• wrappingtoll on a mandreland bondingthe foil to the ID of the T-111 fuel pln tubesby a
differential thermalexpansionprocess. Thisprocedure:p_,'formedby NAbA-LeRC, is
describedin detall in Supplement1. All other partswere constructedby conventional
machiningmethods. Eachfinlshed piece part was 100% inspectedto assureconformance
wlth drawing requirements. In addition, the following inspectionwasperformedon each
i fuel pin tube:
@
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o Ultrasonic inspection for defects as described _n Appendix G, Inspection
Procedures.
o Ultrasonic inspection for wall ;hickne_s as described in Appendix G, Inspection
Procedures.
o O.D. measurements recorded for eve1), axial position at 0° and 90°. Axial
positions were at each 1/2 inch increment along the entire tube length.I
o Dye penetrant inspection as described in Appendix G, Inspection Procedures.
o Straightness measurements as described in Appendix G, Inspection Procedures.
Fuel pin tubes that were accepted after the above inspection and all other T-I 11 detailed
ports were cleaned in accordance with Appendix E, Cleaning Procedures and vacuum
annealed at 1589°K (2400°F) for one hour at a pressure less than 1.33 x 10-3 N/m 2
(10-5 torr)o It was necessary for tungsten liners to be bonded to the ID of the fuel pin tubes
after vacuum annealing to preclude the possibility of entrapment of cleaning solution between
¢,
the liner and tube.
_ A cross reference of each piece part fabricated in this program, the raw m_terlal from which
t
it was made, the fabrication process, and the inspection procedures are presented in AppendixJ
: G.
i
,i 3. 1.2 Assemblyt'
Fuel pins were completely assembled, welded, and sealed in the chamber of an electron
beam welder modified for inert gas glove box operation, Figure 4o This permitted vacuum
degassing of components and fuel at a pressure less than 1.33 x 10-3 N/m 2 (10-5 torr) prior
to assembly and also provided an inert gas cover for fuel handling° Hence, the fuel, which
was received in _ sealed canister containing an inert cover gas, was never compromised by
exposure to air. This approach had numerous advantages:
. 11 ..,
_ -_,
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\Figure 4. Sc|aky Weld|ng and AssemblyChamber
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o It provided the cleanest possible envlronment for handllng components.
o Contamination of fuel pellets was avoided in the event that difficulty was
encountered since they could be stored indefinitely in sealed holding con-
talners located within the weld chamber if opening the chamber became
necessary.
o The weld assembly chamber was equipped with an inert gas monitoring system
to assure compliance with high standards required for refractory metals. Ultra-
high purity helium was used throughout for fuel pin assembly.
o Only one lot of helium was used for this project. Hence, all handling and
backfilling of fuel pins and capsules could be accomplished with the fully
qualified high purity helium under ideal monitored conditions.
o In all cases an overnight pumpdown 1o33 x 10-4 N/m 2 (10-6 torr range) was
employed with heat lamp bakeout (~ 366°K, 200°F) to assure degasslng of
adsorbed gases by both pin components and fuel. The overnight pumpdown
was preceded by a short pumpdown and backfill of inert gas. During this
backfill the fuel is removed from its shipping container to permit overnight
degasslng.
In all casesafter final cleaning, extreme care was exercised to prevent fuel pin parts From
contacting any metalllc surface except refractory metals. This precaution is necessary to
prevent poss|ble metallic contamination of the T-111 alloy. Work surfaces, tools, and
containers used in the assemblyand welding of fuel pins are made from, covered, or coated
with refractory metals.
Final assembly consisted of inserting fuel, washers, spacers, and end caps in the proper order
into the fuel pin tubes. Specific details and sequence of assembly are included in Appendices
B, C, and D. _, pre-irradlation data record was compiled for each fuel pin constructed.
This serves as a permanent record of pertinent information unique to that particular fuel pin.
A pre-irradlatlon fuel pin data record is included in Appendix A.
4
i
1
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3. !.3 Welding
Following final assembly, end capsare electron beamwelded to fuel pin tubes. Appendix F
describes the general welding procedureapplied to all welding in this programand also in-
cludes the weldlng procedure parametersfor each different weld joint. Figures5, 6, and 7
, indicate the location of each weld for each different type fuel pin and identifies them to the
individual weld procedure documentation. The final gastungsten arc seal weld is the only
weld not performed with the electron beamprocess.
Electron beamwelded construction proved to be advantageousthroughout the assemblyof the
fuel pins. The narrownessof EBwelds coupled with deep penetration permits useof mlnlmum
thickness end caps. This characteristic minimizes total weld heat input thereby minimizing
weld distortion allowing weld joints to be designed for self alignment. This feature was
essential in achieving overall straightnessso that fuel pins could maintain concentr|city
with the capsule.
Quality requirementsfor thesewelds asdefined by the drawingsare restrictive and including among
others: fuII penetration; freedomfromcracks in weldsor adjacent basemetal; and freedom
from porosity, lack of fusionandoverlap. To achieve theserequirements,qualified pro-
ceduresandcareful in-processcontrolwasemployedin adcfitionto post-weldnondestructive
testing including visual, dyepenetrant, helium leak testing, and radiographic inspection.
Processcontrolweldswere producedimmediately pric_ to the productionweld lot for each
different weld joint. Thesewere sectionedandexaminedfor anomalies. A processcontrol
weld wasmadebefore andafter welding endcapsto each "L" fuel pin and each lot of "L/3"
fuel pins. Theseweldswere sectionedsothat boththe Iong|tudlnaland circumferential view
of the weld could be examined. Figures8 and 9 are a typical processcontrolweld sectioned
in thismanner.
_ 14
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Figure 5. Weld Location Schematic L-Prototype Fuel Pin
15
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Figure6. Weld LocationSchematicL-ImtrumentedFuelPin
16
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Figure 7. Weld Location Schematic I.//3 Fuel Pin
17
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Figure 8. Typical ProcessControl Weld, Longltudinal View
18
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Figure 9. Typical ProcessControl Weld, Circumferential Cro.,sSection View
19
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As an added precaution, a bead on tube weld was also made before welding end caps to
fuel pins. This allowed a quick, visual check on penetration depth just before end cap
welds were made.
In every case on this program, process control welds and production welds met all applicable
I
quality requirements.
3.1o4 I,spection
Completed fuel pins as well as sub-components, finished parts, and raw materials were
thoroughly inspected and documented throughout construction. Details of inspection methods
and procedures are presented in Appendlx G. The assembly checkoff procedures and the pre-
irradiation fuel pin data in Appendices A, B, C, and D provide a record of the inspection
methods used and the sequence in which it was performed.
A complete quality analysis was performed for each fuel pin constructed. Thls analysis
included a review of all fuel pin construction and inspection records and a comparison
with drawing requirements as well as applicable specifications. Deviations were recorded
for disposition and re_nalna part of the permanent fuel pin record.
4
|
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APPENDIX A
PRE-IRRADIATIONFUELPIN DATA
A-I
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PRE-IRRADIATIONFUELPIN DATA
A. Fuel Pin Data Date Completed
1. Fuel Pin Ident. No.
2. Size Designation
3. AssemblyDesignation
4. Drawing No. Rcv.
I
B. Fuel Pellet Data
r" Fuel i Avg. U-"35
Pellet No. ORNL No..Tyr:e I.D. (in.) O.D. (in.) Wt. GMS Length(in.)l Enrichment
(Inlet) 1
2
3
4
b , =,
5
6
7
8
9
!outlet) 10
i TOTAL
t
Meas.JredStack Length
!
,i C. Fuel Pin Tube
1. Material
2. Ident. No.
3. Heat No.
4. Length
A-2
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)
5. Fuel Ph_Tube M,;c'uremer_ts ',i_
_'1 _ Tulle IO No. Marked on ,',,d & on O.O. i/8" f,om end
, & Reference 1 2 3 4 5 6 26 77 28 29 30 31 32
Mo,k .J_/2I1/2I_/_.I1/2IV211/21 I 1,'211,'2_/s1/2J_/:_J1/2l :"
] Inlet -_
i end _,
.........
ID " " A',_>,rP_",chlnlno [ Competed Fuel Pin
Dia. Axial O.D. J Wnll Thlckness "_d
_,, //" - 2 ............
L "Z--4- ___L,-__..... _ -_
/' _I 6 ._ ;"7 " !
8
\/, ....10 ... _II _
A 12 : _ .13 ........\ 14
i / " 15 _ - _2._ .....
' 16 ........
7 .... T_
,,/ 19
/ -. 21
. ,/ - 22 ' "
' • 23
....... 24 " ,I- :_
....... • ,, Straightness(A_oeqdlxG, Section7C) ,
Radial
Position (Axlal traverse by dlal indicator froma flat parallel surface)
I I I I I Ill I I I In ii ii ii
(outltt) (inlet)
• I'_d 2" 4" 6i' 8" 10" 12" 14" 16" end "
• I II II I
0o.bfori
II I I I IIII• L I_.
Alll Y 900 l
....... L i
After 0°
90° i....
I L .
A-3 C.
I
"1g73005g83-028
D. FuelPin Tube Liner (BetweenFuel& Tube)
1. Material
2. Bondedor loose
3. Distancefromoutlet endo_tube to llne- (seeFigureSectionI)
4. Distancefrom inlet endof tube to liner (seefigure Se,:_':cnI)
1
L:t
E. EndCaps
1. (Inlet) end cap Material Ident. No.
2. (Outlet) endcap Material Ident. No.
F. ThermocoupleProtectiveTube(s)
Inlet Outlet
1. Material
2. Ident. No.
3. O.D.
_ 4. I.D.
" 5. Length t"''_'!
G. Spacers i
Material i
t
I Location No. Spacers ,,Thickness Total Height }
Inlet l
" l
Outlet
k
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H. Washers& Separators _
f,
Material
Location ...... No. Washers Total Thickness Center Hole Dia.
ii, j ,,
Inlet next to end cap .....
Inlet next to fuel
,Between' pellet 1 & 2.......
Betweenpellet2 '&3" _ , .... ,..
Betweenpellet3 & 4
Between pellet 4 g 5 "- i.
Betweenpellet5 & 6
Betweenpellet6 8_7"_
Be_eenpellet 7 &.81..... ,
Betweenpellet8 & 9i
Betweenpel!et9 & 10
Outlet next to fuei .........
Outlet next to end caF_ ......
.......
I. FuelPinMeasuremenb
L L, I
(Outlet)(Inlet) [_!l!_i]ii_ U_ ____ '_' i
No. 1 Fuel Pellet
1. L1 BetweenendcapFlats(outside,beforewelding)
2. L2 Betweenendcapflats (Inside,beforewelding)
3. Total lntemalstacklength'.
(a) Fuel
(b) Spacers ....
(c) Washers i|
(d) WeldShrinkageAllowance i
A-5 "_
I
] 97:3005983-030
Ilil
4. L1 Betweenendcap flats (outside,after weldlng)
5. L3 Overall length (after welding)
6. Weight of Assembly
7. O.D. measurements(See C-5)
8. Fuel Pinoverall straightness
#
J. Fuel Pin Closure
1. Helium Pressure(psla) Temperature(OF)
2. HeliumPurity (ppm) (Fromsuppliercertification)
(a) H
Co) Ne
(=) N
(d) 02..._.-
(e) A
(f) CO2_____
_)
i
3. Helium Purity (ppm) (_) SpotCheck !'
H20 . i
O2
K. Inspection
1. Visual .... Date . Initialii
2. Ident. No. Date Init|al ,.i
3. Helium LeakCheck Date Inltlal• , i ii i =,ll
StandardLeak Rating Leak Detector Scale Reading ......
TestChamberEmptyScale Reading . Wlth Fuel Pin , :
4. Dye Penetrant Date Initial .....
5. X-ray Date Initial.... _ i i ii i i =l
I
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APPENDIXB
FUELPIN ASSEMBLYCHECKOFF- "D" SIZE, L/3 LENGTH
1
¶
I
B-1
,*4 . _'"
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FUELPIN ASSEMBLYCHECKOFF
"D" SIZE L/3 LENGTH
DWG CD-352466 REV.
I. PREPARATION
Initial
1. Fuel Pin I.D. No. Assembly
2. Select the following partsand verify completematerial certification and
' identification asdesignatedin the "Pre-lrradiation Fuel Pin Data" section, i
a. One fuel pellet group(Part No. 1).
b. One outlet end cap(Part No. 2)
c. One inlet endcap (Part No. 3)
-"--d. One fuel pin tube (Part No. 4). (Tubewascleaned beforebondingliner.) i
_e. One thermocoupleprotective tube (PartNo. 5). i
_f. One set of washersas required(Nora. 4) (Part No. 7). !
_g. Foursphericalspacers(Part No. 8)
h. One flux monitoringwire (PartNo. 10).
3. Complete necessarysectlonsof Pre-lrradlatlon Fuel Pin Data sheets.
4. Clean partsb. thru h. above (except for "d" which wascleanedbeforebonding
liner, handleaccordingly)as specified in cleaning proceduresectionof this
checkoff. Note: all cleaning is to be accomplishedas near to time of useas
practical. Handle refractorymetal partsonly with refractorymetal tools.
5. Clean equipment,toolsandstoragecontainersasspecified undercleaning
proceduresection of this checkoff. " t'_
5. a. Weld togetherinlet endcap partsusingclternate designPart 3,
dwg. 352466.
5. b. Leak checkendcap.
6. Stack (1) .003 thick "W" washernext to endcap then (2) sphericalspacers
(smallend back to back)and (1) .005 thick "W" washeron inlet endcap
Part No. 3.
7. load parts forone fuel pin into glove box.ii
' 8. Loadclean fuel pin assemblyplug and measuringInstrumentsInto glove box.
9. Loadclean handlingtoolsand weldingfixtures into glove box.
NOTE: All surfacesthat will contact fuel pin partsduringassemblyand
welding mustbe comtructedfromorcoatedwith refractory metal.
10. Loodrumple weld piecesinto weld box with onesampleready to weld.
B-2
I
I
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_ II. PUMPDOWN
Inltla_..._11 i!_ 1. EvacuateGlove box to at least 5 x 10-5 tort. Press
2. Backfill glove box with UHP helium to 1 atmosphere.
3. Open fuel container andmakevisual check of fuel. Set fuel out of i
containerso that it will degassproperly.
4. Evacuate love box to the 10-6 range while heating fuel andfuel p_nparts i" to 200°_w th heating lamps. PRESSURE (Normally an overnight .
pumpdownis desirable). !I__.__a. Wel'Jsamplepiece immediatelybeforebackfill.
5. Backfill with UHP helium to atmosphericpressure, i6. Monitor andrecord02 and H20 level in glove box. 0 2 , ix
H20 _ "_
III. FUELPIN ASSEMBLY
1. Insertsteppedplug into outlet endof fuel pin tube liner subassembly
andhold in the horizontal position.
2. Loadfuel pellets (Part No. 1) into fuel pin tube in the order specified in
Pre-lrradlaflon Fuel Pin data sheet.
3. Insertthermocoupteprotective tube (PartNo. 5).
4. Insert Inlet endcap andwashersinto fuel pin tube.
5. Rotatefuel pin to the vertical positionrestingon inlet end cap and
removeplug.
6. Insertflux monitoringwire (Part No 10) into fuel 101nwith closedend _,ward
outlet.
7. Stock(1) .005 "W" washerwithoutcenter hole next to fuel then (2) mherlcal
spacers(Imall end back to back) andfinally as many.003 and .005 washersat
Indicated for correct clearancein fuel pin Pre-lrradlation section.
i
8. Insertoutlet endcap Into fuel pin tube.
B-3
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III. FUELPIN ASSEMBLY(Continued)
Initial
9. Measurelengthof fuel pin beforewelding (outsideend cap
flats).
10. Loadfuel pin assemblyinto EBweld fixture andweld bothend capsto fuel
pin tube.
11. Backfill chamberwith ultra purehelium.
f
" 12. Visually inspectwelds.
..
13. Loadandweld sampleweld piece.
IV. FUELPIN FINAL SEAL
1. Positionfuel pin andwelding electrode for final seal.
a. Make a sampleseal _.eldon a practice piece.
2. Recordchamber09 and H20 (musteach be 5.0 PPMor
" lessbeforeprocee_ng).
P
3. Recordchambertemperature and preuure .
4. Make seal weld.
5. Visually inspectseal weld.
- V. INSPECTION, HANDLING AND SLEEVEINSTALLATION
NOTE: Handlefuel pin carefully andavoid any contaminationof endcapsor i
thermowellsm thesewill not be recleaned.
1. Removesealedfuel pin fromweld chamberand immediatelyhelium leak check.
a. Leakdetectorcallbratlon - minimumdetectable leak
std.cc/sec.
b. Fuelpin leak rate std. cc/sec.
, 2. Storefuel pin in o clean receptacle until ready to Install sleeve.
3. Drill (4) .062 die. holm in .450 Ig sleeveusingmatcheddrilling fixture.
i
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¢V. INSPECTION, HANDLING AND SLEEVEINSTALLATION (Continued)
4. Deburr and clean sleeve per cleaning procedure.
5. EBweld sleeve to inlet end cap using alignment fixture.
6. Insert rubber plug into each end cap sleeve and tighten.
7. Visually inspect fuel pin welds. Result
, 8. Check NASA identification numberon inlet end plug.
" 9. Dye penetrant inspectfuel pin welds. Outlet end cap Inlet end cap
Seal
a. Section all sampleweldsand inspect.
10. Measurelength of fuel pin.
11. X-ray fuel pin. 0° and 90°
12. Measurestraightness& OD of fuel pin. (SeeAppendix A, SectionC-5 of Pre-
irradiation Fuel Pin RequirementsandAppendixG, Section7 of Inspection
Procedures)
13. Cleon fuel pinm per attachedcleaningprocedureAppendix E, SectionA, Steps
1 thru 5. NOTE: Keep rubberplugsinsertedwhile cleaning. ,,
14. Removeendplugsand degms1 hourat 2000°F wrappedin Ta foil in vacuumof
5 x 10-5 torr or better. Furnacecool to roomtemperaturebeforeremoving. _,
_ 15. Pressurizeto 50 !xig helium for 1/2 hour then leak check.
a. Leakdetector calib, std. cc/sec.
b. Fuel pin leak rate std. cc/sec.
16. Weigh fuel pin
DATE
SIGNED
j
REMARKS.
' l
z
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•' FUELPIN ASSEMBL,YCHECKOFF- "D" SIZE "L" LENGTH, INSTRUMENTED
I
!
i'
i
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FUEL PIN ASSEMBLY CHECKOFF
"D" SIZE "L" LENGTH INSTRUMENTED
Dwg. 352471 Rev.
I. Preparation
Initial
1. Fuel Pin I.D. No.
, 2. Select the following parts and verify complete material certification and
identification as designated in the "Pre-lrradiatlon Fuel Pin Data" section.
(Note: Complete necessarysections of "Pre-lrradiation Fuel Pin Data")
a. One fuel pellet group (Part No. 1)
b. One outlet end cap (Part No. 3A)
c. One inlet end cap (Part No. 3)
d. One fuel pin tube (Part No. 4) (Tube was cleaned before bonding liner.)
e. Two thermocouple protective tubes (Part No. 5)
f. One set of washersas required (Nom. 4) (Part No. 7)
g. Twenty spherical spacers(Part No. 8)
h. Seven fuel separators(Part No. 2)
i. Two tube supports(Part No. 10)
j. ~6.0" of .010 tungsten wire
3. Scribe a line 1/32" long x .003" wide x .003" deep in a straight line at each
end of the fuel pin tube. Scribe a line .003" wide by .003" deep axially across
largest OD of end capsdirectly adjacent to TC well.
! 4. Clean parts b thru i above (except for (d) which was cleaned before bonding
t liner, handle accordingly) as specified in cleaning procedure section of thisch ckoff. Note All cleaning is to be accomplished as n ar to time of use as
I practical. Handle refractory metal parts only with refractory metal tools. "5. Clean equipment, tools and storage contai ers as specified in cleaning section
of this checkofr.
a. Weld together end cap parts usingalternate design Part No. 3 & 3A
dwg. 3_2471.
b. Leak check end caps
I 6. Stack washersand spherical spacerson inlet and outlet end caps in the
arrangement specified in Section G and H of Pre-lrradiatlon Fuel Pin Data.
7. Install thermocouple protective tube over therrnocouplewell of inlet and
outlet end caps.
' 8. Install tube supportwasher and tungsten wire on each end cap.
9. Load parts for one fuel pin into glove box.
C-2
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Initial
10. Load clean fuel pin assembly plug and measuring instruments into
glove box.
11. Load clean handling tools and welding fixtures into glove box.
NOTE: All surfaces that will contact fuel pin parts during asserr,bly
and welding must be constructed from or coated with refractory metal.
' 12. Load sample weld pieces into weld box and set up one far welding.
II. Pumpdown
1. Evacuate glove box to at least 5 x 10-5 torr. Press.
¢ 2. Backfill glove box with UHP helium to 1 atmosphere.
3. Open fuel container and make visual check of fuel. Set fuel o-t of
container so that it will degassproperly.
i 4. Evacuate glove box to the 10-6 torr range while heating fuel and fuel
pin parts to ~200°F with heating lamps. Pressure
(Normally an overnight pumpdown is desirable.)
5. Make sample end cap to fuel pin tube weld immediately before backfill.
6. Backfill with UHP helium to atmosphere pressure.
7. Monitor and record 0 2 and H20 level in glove box.
0 2 PPM H20 _ PPM
III. Fuel Pin Assembly
1. Insert stepped plug into outlet end of fuel pin tube liner sub-
assemblyand hold in the horizontal position.
2. Insert outlet fuel pellet (see Pre-lrradlatlon Fuel Pin Data for order1 aml
push all the way through fuel pin tube until firmly against outlet mandrel.
3. Insert next fuel pellet & a separator and push all the way against outlet pellet.
4. Load a fuel pellet and fuel separator and pushto Lastfuel pellet.
NOTE: A fuel separator is to be placed between each fuel pellet
except between the outlet two pellets and Inlet two pellets.
C-3
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Initial
5. Cont;nue loading in this manner until all pellets are in place.
6. Measure distance from end of fuel pin tube to first fuel pellet and
check against end cap washer stack.
7. Insert inlet end cap with washers into fuel pin tube.
NOTE: Align mark on end cap with mark on fuel pin tube.
I
8. Remove plug and insert outlet end cap with washers inte fuel
pin tube.
NOTE: Align mark on end cap with mark on fuel pin tube.
9. Load fuel pin assembly into EB weld fixture and weld both end caps to
fuel pin tube.
10. Backfill chamber with ultra pure helium.
11. Visually inspect welds.
12. Load and weld sample weld piece.
IV. Fuel Pin Final Seal
( 1. Position fuel pin and welding electrode for final seal.
I a. Make a sample seal wela on a practice piece.
: 2. Record chamber 0 2 'and H20 (must each be 5.0 ppm
at lessbefore proceeding).i
! 3. Record chamber andtemperature pressure
4. Make seal weld.
1 5. Visually impect seal weld.
V. Inspection, Handlinl_ and Sleeve Installation
NOTE: Handle fuel pin carefully and avoid any contamination of end capsor
thermowells as these will not be recleaned.
1. Removesealed fuel pin from weld chambJr and immediately helium leak check.
a. Leak detector calibration. Minimum detectable leak
std. cc/sec.
b. Fuel pin leak rate std. cc/sec.
C-4
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2. Store fuel pin in a clean receptacle until rf.ady to install sleeves.
3. Drill (4) .062 dla. holes in .450 ig. sleeve using matched drilling fixture.
4. Deburr and clean sleeve per cleaning procedure.
5. EB weld sleeve with .062 holes to inlet end c _ using ailgnment fixture.
6. EB weld slel:.ve without holes to outlet end cap.
7. Insert rubber pl_Jg into each sleeve and tighten.
!
! 8 Visually inspect fuel pin w_lds. Result
. 9. Check NASA identification numberon (inlet) end plug.
10. Dye penetrant inspect fuel pin welds. Outlet end cap
Inlet end cap Seal
a. Section all sample welds and inspect.
_ 11. Measure length of fuel pin.
i 12. X-ray _:uelpin. 0° and 90°
13. Measure straightness& OD of fuel pin. (See Appendix A, Section C .Sof
Pre-lrradiatlon Fuel Pin Da_ and Appendix G, Section 7 of Inspect!on
Procedures)
14. Clean fuel pin as per attached cleaning procedureAp.'_ndlx E, Section A,
Steps 1 thru 5. No;e: Keep rubber plugs inserted wh|le cleanlng.
15. Removeend plugsand degass 1 hour at 2000°F wrapp:d ;r, Ta fall in vacuum
of 5 x 10-5 torr or better. Furnacecool to room ter.perature before removing.
16. Pressurize to 50 psig helium for 1/2 hour then leak check:
; a. Leak detector calib, std. cc/sec.
i b. Fuel pin leak rate std. cc/sec.
J
, 17. Weigh fuel pin
DATE
SIGNED
REMARKS:
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FUELPIN ASSEMBLYCHECKOFF- "D" SIZE "L" LENGTH, PROTOTYPE
D-!
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FUELPIN ASSEMBLYCHECKOFF
"D" SIZE "L" LENGTH PROTOTYPE
Dwg. "_52472 Rev.
I. PREPARATION
Initial
I. Fuel pin I.D. No.
I
- 2. Select the following partsandverify completematerial certification and
identification asdesignatedin the "Pre-lrradiation Fuel Pin Data" section.
(Note: Completenecessarysectionsof "Pre-lrradiatlon Fuel Pin Data".)
a. One outlet endfitting (PartNo. 1).
b. Twoseparators(PartNo. 2).
c. Elevenseparators(Part No. 2A).
d. One fuel spacer, outlet end (Part No. 3).
e. One fuel pellet group (Part No. 4)_
f. One fuel spacer, inlet end (Part No. 5).
g. One inlet end fitting (Part No. 6).
h. Weld shrinkage spacersas required (Part No. 7).
i. One fuel pin tube (Part No. 8). (Tube wascleaned before bonding liner.)
3. Clean parts (a) thru (h)above (except Item (e)) asspecified ir cleaning
proceduresection of this checkoff. (Note: All cleaning is to be accomplished
as near to time of useas practical.) Handle refractory metal partsonly with
refractory metal tools.
4. Clean equipment,toolsandstoragecontainersasspecified in cleaning section ; "
- of this checkoff.
5. Loadpartsfor one fuel pin into glove box.
6. Loadclean fuel pin assemblyplugandmeasuringinstrumentsinto glove
box,
7. Loadclean handling toolsand welding fixtures into glove box.
NOTE: All surfacesthat will contactfuel pin partsduringassemblyand
welding mustbe comtructedfrom or coated with refractorymetal.
8. Loadsampleweld pieces into weld box andset up for welding.
!
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II. PUMPDOWN
Initial
1. Evacuateglove box to at least 5 x 10-5 torr. Press
2. Backfill glove box with UHP helium to 1 atmosphere.
_ 3. Open fuel container and makevisual check of fuel. Set fuel out of container
_ so that it will degassproperly.
' _ 4. Evacuate love box ?othe 10-6 torr range while heating fuel and fuel pin parts
to 200°Fgwlth heating lamps. Pressure . (Normally an overnight
pumpdownis desirable.)
5. Make sampleend cap to fuel pin tube weld immediately before backfill.
6. Backfill with U HPhelium to atmosphericpressure.
7. Monitor and record 02 and H20 level in glove box.
02 PPM H20 PPM
III. FUELPIN ASSEMBLY
1. Insertsteppedph,g into outlet end of fuel pin tube liner subassembly
and hold in the horizontal position.
2. Insertoutlet fuel pellet and separator(seePre-lrradlation Fuel Pin Data for
order) andpushall the way throughfuel pin tube until firmly againstmandrel.
3. Insertnext fuel pellet and a separatorand push_11the way until it is firmly
againstoutlet pellet.
i 4. Continue loadingin this manneruntil all pellets are in place anda separator
! is betweeneach 2 pellets.
i 5. Measuredistancefrom end of fuel pin tube to 1stfuel pellet and check
againstspacerandwasherlength.
6. Inserta separator(PartNo. 2A), fuel pln spacer- inlet end, a separator(Partill
No. 2), necessarynumberof weld shrinkagespacers(PartNo. 7) and inlet end
f|tting |nto fuel pin tube.
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III. FUEL PIN ASSEMBLY (Continued)
Initial
7. Remove plug and insert a separator (Part No. 2A), fuel spacer - outlet
end, a separator (Part No. 2) and outlet end fitting into fuel pin tube.
8. Load fuel pin assembly into EB weld fixture and weld both end caps to fuel
pin tube.
: 9. Backfill chamber with ultra pure helium.
-_ 10. Visually inspect welds.
11. Load and weld sample weld piece.
IV. FUEL PIN FINAL SEAL
- 1. Position fuel pin and weldin_ electrode for final seal.
a. Make a sample seal weTd on a _,ractice piece.
2. Record chamber 02 and H20 (must each be 5.0 PPM
or lessbefore proceeding).
3. Record chamber temperature and pressure .
4. Make seal weld.
5. Visually inspect seal weld.
V. INSPECTION i
1. Remove sealed fuel pin from weld chamber and immediately helium leak I
check fuel pin.
a. Leak detecter calibration - minimum detectable leak
Std. cc/sec.
b. Fuel pin leak rate Std. cc/sec.
2. Visually inspect fuel pin welds. Result
3. Check NASA identlfication number on inlet end plug.
4. Dye penetrant inspect fuel pin welds. Outlet end cap Inlet end
., i
' cap Seal
a. Section all sample welds and inspect.
D-4 i'
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hV. INSPECTION (Continued)
initial
5. Measure length of fuel pin.
6. Weigh fuel pin
7. X-ray fuel pin. 0° and 90°
8. Measurestraightnessand OD of fuel pin. (SeeAppendix A, Section C-5 of Pre-
, irradiation Fuel Pin Data Sheetsand Appendix G, Sectlon 7 of Inspect|on Procedures.
, 9. Clean fuel pin asper attached cleaning procedureAppendix E, Section A, Steps1 thru 5.
10. Degass1 hour at 2000°F wrapped in ta foil in vacuumof 5 x 10-5 torr or
better. Furnace cool to room temperature before removing.
11. Pressurizeto 50 psig helium for 1/2 hour then leak check.
_ a. Leak detector callb. Std. cc/sec.
_: b. Fuel pin leak rate Std. cc/sec.
DATE
SIGNED
p
REMARKS:
i'
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CLEANING PROCEDURES
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T-111, Ta, W, and Stainless Steel Cleaning Procedures
A. Refractory Metals Cleaning (Note: Handle parts while cleaning only with refractory
metal or teflon coated tongs.A-_rssoto assureoptimum cleanliness, perform cleaning
operation as near to time of use as practical.)
1. Degrease parts by M-6 (oxylene) solvent rinse or ultrasonic cleanTng.
' 2. Pickle with nitrlc-hydrofluoric-sulfurlc acid solution nominally 20-15-10%
balance water by volume. Time one to two minutes.
3. Rinse as follows (this is the mc_t important step since pickling residues can
cause surface contamination or degas severely on heating).
a. Fast transfer from pickle bath to rinse without any surface drying of pickle
solution.
b. 30 secondsboiling distilled water.
c. 1 minute flowing cold water.
d. 5 m:nutes boiling distilled water (not the same water as in "b" above).
e. Fast rinse in ethyl alcohol.
f. Hot air flash dry.
4. Store in clean glass containers and/or in clean dry kim wipes. Polyethelene
bags or other plastic containers not acceptable.
5. Handle only with clean tools or lint free gloves over pylox or quixams gloves.
6. Degas for 1 hour at 2400°F wrapped in tantalum foil in vacuum 5 x 10-5
torr or better. Furnace cool to room temperature before removing.
t_
B. Stalnless Steel Cleaning (Note: To assureoptimum cleanliness, perform cleaning
operation as near to time o-'_useas practical.)
1. Scrub with "Comet" cleanser. Note: Very small parts and parts with
sm_ holes and crevices cannot be
2. Rinse in flowing hot tap water, effectively cleaned by this method.
Clean these parts in a clean ultrasonic
3. Rinse in boillng distilled water, tank usingclean M-6 (oxylene) solvent
for 15 minutes minimum then proceed to
4. Wash with ethyl alcohol. Step 4.
5. Air dry (hot air flash drying with heat gun acceptable'
6. Handle only with clean tools or llnt free gloves over pyi_.x or quixams gloves.
P
l 7. Store in clean glass containers and/or in clean dry kim wipes. Polyethelene
l bags or other plastic containers not acceptable.
197:300598:3-048
Tools, Equipment and Containers Cleaning Procedure
A. Toolsand Fixtures for Handling Refractory Metals
1. All tools and fixtures that contact refractory metal parts for welding or final
assembly must be constructed of refractory metal or coated with refractory metal.
2. Tools and equipment are to be cleaned prior to use by the methodsdescribed
below.
B. Small Toolsand Equipment Cleaning
1. Degrease all small tools and equipment by ultrasonic cleaning or M-6 rinse.
2. Rinse with ethyl alcohol.
3. Air dry (hot air flash drying with heat gun acceptable).
C. Large Tools, Equipmentand Containers
1. Degrease by wiping with rag or kim wipe saturated with M-6 or other suitable
solvent. ,,
2. Wipe dry with clean rag or kim wipe.
3. W|pe with rag or kim wipe dampened with ethyl alcohol.
4. Air dry.
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,' WELDING PROCEDURES
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WELDI NG
A. Fusion Welding
The principal document applied in the control of all fusion welding, either electron beam or
tungsten arc, is WANL processspecification PS294614-1 (attached). This specification defines
I
- general weld quality requirements as revealed by visual, dye penetrant, and radiographic
(where applicable) inspectlr_n.
Helium leak testing is also performed at various assembly stagesas noted in the Fuel Pin
AssemblyCheckoff ProceduresAppendices B, C, and D.
The welding specification defines the requirements for procedure qualification prior to pro-
duction welding. Two sample parts must be produced with the final parameters to demon-
rtrate capability. A "Welding Procedure Sheet" is prepared for each weld joint, defining
the techniques employed. The seven procedures required for thls program are attached.
I F-2 :
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h Procedure No. :
• Date: 3-24-71
WELDING PROCEDURE
Fuel Pin End Cap to Fuel Pin Tube CD-352466, 71, 72
Name of Part ....... Drawing No.
Welding Spec. No. T." .
Material T-111 Alloy Material Spec. No. --
, Shoulder Joint - .058 in. wall tube to cap - PassA
- Description of Welds Covered by this Procedur_ - (type, size, [ocatioh)
approx. 3/4 in. dia.; .040 in. wall tube to cap - PassB
Welding Process Electron Beami i ii | i| i,:
Welding Machine Sclak_,30KW TypeCurrent --
Electrode- Type -- . Size .- Spec.. --
_m mm
Filler Material - Camp..... Spec.
Shielding Gas "- BackupGas --
Cleenh",gprior to Welding "" .
i i
Detailed Procedure: A B .
Pass Pass Pass
Current _ 90 milliamps 60 milllamps
20 KV 25 KVVoltage .-. . --
' Filler Wire Size . .
Filler FeedRate
Travel Speed ..... 15 RPM. .15 RPM
InterpassTemp....
Weld Position Fuel Pin Ho'rizontal Fuel Pin _orizoniai
i •e •Remarks(include details of flxturlng, tackingwhere required, chills, etc.)
I Weld Program: Initial and final current, _3ma. initial sloperate - 300, final slope rate - 900,I
-_ I I I I | |in ii i L ii q | i
initial and final voltage - 14 KV, high voltageslope- 2.0, .high voltage startdelay. 3 sea.,
runtime 7.0 sec., decay time 2.0 sec.
i ,ml | • i: i|| ,el. ,. , iql • m i
Work Distance: 2 in. to bottomof scannercoil.
i i i i i i_ i i_.,
i ," i i ii ,llil i i i I
!
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"/ Procedure No. :
6-16-71
Date:
WELDING PROCEDURE
Name of Part Fuel Pin Final Closure Drawing No. NASA-CD-3S2466, 71, 71
mD
Welding Spat. No.
Material T-111 Alloy Material Spec. No. --
Arc spot seal of. 029 in. dia. hole
' Description of Welds Covered by this Procedure (t),pe, size, location)
Tungsten Arc
Weldhlg Process
Welding Mae hlne Merrlck 300 Amp Welder--Amp Trak Type Current DCSP
Electrode - Type W (2% Thorla) Size 3/32 in. .. Spec. D--
_m _m
Filler Material - Camp. Spec.
Shieiding Gas UHP Helium Backup Gas --
Pre-cleaned and handled in assembly chamber as defined in checkoffCleaning Prior to Welding
procedure.
i Detailed Procedure:
: Pass Pass Pass
i ] 40 omps.Current
VoI tage
i Filler Wire Size --. ,
: Filler Feed Rate ,
• Travel Speed
Interpass Temp.
Weld Position Ho.rizontal or Perl:_en- , i
dlcular
Remarks(include details of fixturing, tacking where required, chills, etc.)
Weld current, 140 amps for 0. 5 secondsthen tapers to 50 amps durlnc_t0. 75 seconds.|l i
Amp-Trek settinc_ls: PFT = O, IC = 140 ampst IT = I sac_andI WT = 0. 5 seconds.
WC IPendant) !40 amp, toper - off t FST = 0. 75 seconds_PHC = 50 amos. PHT = 0. PFT = OL
Arc start sett|ngs: One shot (reset after each)_ intenslty 60%. ....
= i _
l
,i i i 1
!
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h Procedure No. :
Date: 6-14-71
WELDING PROC[DURE
Name of Part Thermocouple Well to End Cap Drawing No. CD-352466 and 71
o_
Welding Spec. No.
Material T-111 Material Spec. No. _-
Edge Weld -. 102 in. ID x .015 in. wall tube to
' Description of Welds Covered by this Procedure (type. size, location}
.015 in. llpon the end cap
i i i|l i i i ,
Electron Beam
Welding Process ........
Welding Machine Hamilton-Zeiss Type Current --
- Electrode- Type -- Size, -- , Spec.... --
Filler Material - Camp. -- Spec. --
Shielding Gas Vac. - 1,x 10-4mm Hg (max.) Backup Gas "-
Cleaning Prior to Welding Precleaned.to assemblycheckoff procedure. Handle with clean llnt free
i gloves. Contact only with refractory metal tools and handling devices.
t Detailed Procedure: Pass Pass Pass
: 2.5 MAt Current .......
Voltage 100 Ky , , ,! -, , Filler Wire Size .....
Filler Feed Rate - ,
: 36 RPMTravel Speed ....
i InterpassTemp,
Weld Position BeamII to tube_is
Remarks(include details of fixturing, tacking where required, chills, etc.)
_ Weld Time- 1-1/2 revolutions
Dista c,.:1-1 i,,. , .
Deflection - zero
i III
Preuure:5 x 10-4
i i i
i II L i i i i i
W_9160 F-5
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"/ Procedure No. :
Date: 3/24/"71
WELDING PROCEDURE
Name of Part Sleeve to End Cap Weld (. 020 wall) Drawing No. CD-3J2471
Weldi,_g Spec. No. --
_m
Material T-111 _ Material Spec. No.
Butt W_ld Between Sleeve and EndCap
, Description of Welds Covered by this Procedure (type, size, location)
Electron Beam
Welding Process ..........
Welding Machine Sciaky Type Current
Electrode- Type -- Size -- ...._. Spec. --
Filler Material - Camp. -- Spec. --
Shield;ng Gas Vac 1 x 10-4mm (maximum) Backup Gas --
i_ Cleaning Prior to Welding Precleaned to assembly checkoff procedurehandle with clean, lint free
i gloves. Contact only wit h refractory metal tools and handling devices.
Pass Pass Pass ; :
Detailed Procedure:
Current 50 MA .m |w i
! Vol tage 20 I_
, Filler Wire Size ....
' Filler Feed Rote
Travel Speed 15 RPM
InterpassTemp.....
Weld Position ....
Remarks(include details of fixt_¢ing, tackln t ..here required, chill,, et_.)
I. Weld Program: Initial and final current - 5 MA, lnitla: slope rate - 300L final slope rate - 900,
initial and final voltag., - ;A KV, hI_lhvoltage slo.Ee- 2f high .voltage start delay -. 3 _c.,
; run tlme - 5. 0 sec., deca), tlme 2. 0 sac.
c
i 2, di,te - ?in.to of,=..., -.,,I.
|
n H •
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"/ Date: 3/24,/71
WELDING PROCEDURE
Name of Part Sleeve to End Cap Weld (. 010 wall) Drawing No. CD-352466
Welding Spec. No.
T-111 --
Material Material Spec. No.
Butt Weld Between Sleeve and End Cap
Description of Welds Covered by this Procedure . (type, si'ze, _ocation)
I
i i i i
Electron Beam
Welding Process ..........
Welding Machine Sciaky Type Current --
Electrode- Type -- Size .... -- Spec. . --. .
Filler Material - Camp. -- ., Spec. --
Shielding Gas Vac I x 10-4mm (maximum) Backup Gas --
Precleaned to assemblycheckoff procedure handle with clean, llnt freeCleaning Prior to Welding ,
gloves. Contac' only with refractory metal tools and handling devices. '
Detailed Procedure:
Pass Pass Pass !
30 MA
Current . tVoltage "20 KV
Filler Wire Size .....
Filler Feed Rate
' Trevel Speed 15 RP.M .
InterpessTemp. _
Weld Position
Remarks(include details of fixturlng, tacking where required, chills, etc.)
1. Weld Program: Initial and final current - 5 MA, initial slope rate - 300, final slope rate - 900,
I ii i ii i
_ !nltlal and final, voltaEle - 14 KV, high voltage slope - 2r high vo.Ita_le start delay - .3 sec.,
. run time - 5. 0 sec. f decay time - 2. 0 sec.
2. Work distance - 2 in. to bottom of scanner coil. i
i
iii lu .....
WSg160 F-7
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-1 Procedure No. :
Date: 3-24-71
WELDING PROCEDURE
Thermocouple Well Plug to Tube (L-I) Drawing No. CD-352471Name of Part
W_lding Spec. No...
Material T-111 AIIoy Material Spec. No.
Electron beam weld of bottom plug to the tubular
,_ Description of Welds Covered by this Procedure (type, sr_e, location)
end cap extension. Butt weld -. 015 penetration
Electron Beam
Welding Process
Welding Machine Hamilton-Zeiss Type Current --
_ Electrode- Type _- . , SizL: -- .... Spec. ---
mR _m
Filler Material - Comp. 4 Spec.
Shielding Gas Vac 1 x 10m mmHg (max.) Backup Gas --
Cleaning Prior to Welding Precleaned to assembly checkoff procedure. Handle with clean llnt
free gloves. Contact only with refractory metal tools and handling devices.
i Detailed Procedure:
• Pass Pass Pass
Current 2.8 MA
,l Voltage 100 KV .
.! Filler Wire Size .......
_ Filler Feecl Rate
Travel Speed ,36 RPM
Interpass Temp. . .
: Weld Position Tube axls.L,to beami i i
Remarks(include details of fixturing, tacking where required, chills, etc.)
Manual start and ta_r ..........
. Work Distance - 1-!./2 in. ...........
Deflection - zero
_ i, | i • im ll=
Pressure_ 5 x 10-4
i ii . • i •
I • , m • ,i i • i
i -i i • ii i
_ w59160 F-8 i
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Procedure No. :
Date: 3/24/71
WELDING PROCEDURE
Name of Part The_ocouple Well Plug to Tube (k/3) Drawing No. CD-352,_
Welding Spec. No.
Material T-1 11 alloy Material Spec. No.
_ Description of Welds Covered by this Procedure Edge weld -. 102 ID x .015 wall tube to plug(type, size, location)
_: inserted flush
II II
Electron Beam
- Welding Process ....
Welding Machine Ham|lton-Zelss Type Current --
"- Electrode- Type -- Size .. -- .. Spec. --
Filler Material - Comp. 4 . Spec.........
i. Shielding Gas Vac 1 x 10- mm H_ (max. I Backup Gas . --
_
' Cleaning Prior to Welding Precle.a.n..edto assemblycheckoff procedure. Handle with clean llnt .,
free gloves. Contact only with refractory metal tools and handling devices.
Detailed Procedure:
Pass Pass Pass '
2.8 MACurrent
Vo Itage 100 KV
, Filler Wire Size ....
Filler Feed Rate
Travel Speed 36 l_Ph6
InterpassTemp.
Weld Position Beam _| to"tube axis
Remarks (include details of fixturing, tacking where required, chills, etc.)
Manual start and taperi ii i i
Work Distance - 1-1/2 in.
i i im imJ i • m
Deflection - zero
IL I I I • •
Pressure _ 5 x 10-4
i ,i
I I I I I II iii
WSgt6O F-9
... ',:, ,.... _-,, -, .... _, ........ _ ..............
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INFORMATION CATEGORY
UNCLASSIFIED
, Authorized"Class_fier 13a_e We&lJ.gh0use[lectricCorporation
Astronuclear Laboratory
P. o. BoxIO86A
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15236
(Fed. Ident. Code No. iA683)
*PROCESS SPECIFICATION 29A61A,Revision No. 1
(Not for Publication) November 21, 1968
, ! :_ELDI_]G_FUSION - AUSTE%;ITICSTAINLESS STEELS FOR PONER GE}_RATING SY37E:%S
I _ SCOPE !
i
i This specification covers requirements for fusion welding of austenitic stainless
steels by the inert-yas tungsten arc, inert-gas metal arc, or electron beam pro-
cess, intended for liquid metal or radioisotope heat source power generating sys-
! teas, designated as follows:i
Designation Description
29A61A-I Fusion welding of AISI 300 series stainless steels for
systems requiring sound welds with no surface defects as
indicated by liquid penetrant inspection.
29_61A-2 Fusion welding of AISI 300 series stainless steels for
systems requiring sound welds with less restrictive sur-
face quality requirements than 29A61A-l.
D
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents, of the issue in effect, shall form a Fart of this
specification to the exten_,specified herein.
MIL-T-5021 MIL-E-19933 MIL-STD-271 PS 29A56A PDS 52118AE
f
2.2 Copies of MIL Specifications and Standards _equired by contractors in ! .
connection with specific procurement functions should be obtained as indicated I '
in the Department of Defense Index of Specifications and Standards. f
3. REQUIREmenTS
3.1 SAFETY: Some of the materials and/or operations required by this speci- i
fication may be hazardous. The vendor is requested to consult a qualified I
Safety or Industrial Hygiene Engineer for necessary precautions. If processed
' - by a Westinghouse plant, the instructions in Safe Practice Data Sheet, for ex-
ample, Sheet W-l, shall be consulted to obtain information regarding the nature
and properties of ar_vmaterial or processing requirement t_ avoid accident to
employees or damage to equipment.
Printed in U.S.A.
ODR/mms Page i of 5 Pages
L
F-IO
_ form 5950_.
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3.2 MATERIAL AND EQUIPME_
3
3.2.1 Maintain all equipment including accessories, holders, leads, ground
connections and any other equipment necessary to fulfill requirements of ,_
this specification at a level such that welds meeting the qual_ty s_andards
of this specification may be consistently produced. _t_intenancewithin i
minimum accepted safeuy requirements is also required.
3.2.2 The welding area shall be protected from air movement due to fans,
welding generators, open windows, exhaust hoods, etc.
i 3.2.3 The materials shall be as specified on the applicable drawing.
3.3 SURFACE PREPARATION: All foreign material shall be removed from both
sides of the area that is to be welded or that will be heated by the welding.
i 3.3.1 All parts shall be free of grease and oil and other possible con-
taminates such as marking crayons, layout dyes, inks and similar materials• prior to welding, i
3.3.2 All oxides shall be removed from the innediate vicinity of the
area to be welded. Kxtreme care shall be exercised in the cleaning
procedures applied to each restrike area and to each completed weld
prior to application of the next bead. All grit rpsidue shall be re-
moved with a clean, stainless steel wire brush prior to further welding.
Pits or laps shall be blended mechanically before welding over then.
3.h PROCESS
\
3.4.i Manual or automatic inert-gas shielded tungsten arc or inert-gas
metal arc processes, or the electron beam process shall be used.
3.&.2 Wherever feasible,grooved back-up bars or inert-gas h%cking shall }-_be employed.
3.&.3 For tungsten arc welding, the electrode shall be the uhoriated type
and dressed to a point _he diameter of which is one half that of the base.
3.&.& Unless otherwise specified, 5he filler wire shall be as follows:
Base Material Filler Wire
AIST 30& MIL-E-19933, Type 308
AISI 30_L MIL-E-19933, Type 308L
AISI 310 MIL-E-19933, T._e 310
AISI 316 NIL-D-19933, Type 316
AISI 316L MIL-E-19933, T._e 316L
A!SI 321 MID-E-19933, Type 308L or 3&7
AISI 3&7 or 3&8 MTL-E-19933, Type 308L or 3&7
3.&.5 Shielding and bac_Ip _as shall he welding grade ar_n as s_ecifled
by PDS 52118 AE.
3.&.6 Each weld pass shall be visually inspected and any _rosity, surface
cracks or oxide removed prior to additional weldin_ (See Section 3.3). '
PS 29&61A Roy. 1
F-l! Page2 _
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3.5 PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION
3.5.1 The detailed welding procedure shall be qualified for production
welding of parts covered by this specification by producing a minimum of
two acceptable welds simulating actual production welding position and
conditions. The qualification welds shall be made on parts which simu-
late the heat sink and Joint configuration of the actual parts.
3.5.2 The qualification welds shall conform to the applicable quality
requirements of Section 4.4.
3.5.3 At least one cross section through each of the qualification welds
_ shall be polished and etched. These sections shall reveal no cracks,
excessive oxide, lack of penetration or incomplete fusion.
3.5.& The detailed welding procedure used in producing the qualification
welds shall be documented and include all appropriate weld parameters,
joint configuration, and all pertinent information of welding power source,
torch, and accessory equipment and be submitted to the purchaser for
approval prior to production welding. The results of the required quality
control inspection shall also be included, i
3.6 PERSO_NEL QUALIFICATION:
3.6.1 (294614-1) _nual welding shall require qualification accord_n_
to the detailed procedure defined in Section 3.5, and shall require J|
qualification according to MIL-T-5021 for the applicable material.
3.6.2 (294614-2) For manual welding, the operator performing a pro- ,,
cedure qualification as defined in Section 3.5 shall be considered
qualified. Once the procedure has been approved, any operator certified
to MIL-T-5021 for the applicable material may perform production welds
using _he approved procedure for a given Joint configuration. _
-- 4. QUALITY ASSURANCE
&.l SURVEILLANCE: _dherence to the provisions of this specification shall be
,. under the surveillance of a Westinghou.e Quality Control representative.
4.2 COMPLIANCE: No change shall be made from this specification, or an }
approved procedure, without first obtaining written approval of the _Ar,aser. !
&.3 PRODUCTION I_LDING: Production welding shall be performed using only an I
approved procedure and a qualified operator for manual welding. I
!
A.A INSPECTION
A.&.i Liquid Penetrant
4.4.1.1 (29_614-i): Poth sides of the root pass (if accessible)
and the surface of the final weld pass, shall be penetrant inspected
in accordance with 294564-1 and shall conform to cla_s 0 acceptancestandard.
4.4.1.2 (29_61A-2): Poth sides of the root rass (ifaccessible)
and the surface of the final weld pass shall be liquid penetrant in-
spected in accordance with 294564-1 and shall conform to the following: :
F-;2 I_,;_A614 Rev. I
.... Page 3 __
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_.A.l.2.1 No cracks or crack t_pe indications shall be
permitted.
• &.&.l.2.2 The weld shall conform to 29&56a-l, class 3-2A
requirements.
&.&.2 Visual: The weld surface shall be smooth, free of cracks, laps,
and unfused areas. No undercut or depressions below the level of the base
metal shall be permitted on the face or root of the weld. For butt welds
i a m_ximum of 0.050 inch root reinforcement and a minimum total weld thick- i
ness of 125% of the base metal thickness is required unless otherwise _
specified by the drawing. A visible smooth 100% penetration shall be re-
quired at the root of all welds exposed to liquid metals.
&.&.3 Radiography: When specified by an applicable drawing, radiographicinspection shall be conducted on all qu lification an production welds. _,
The inspection shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-271. Acceptance cri-
_erAa are as lo±lo_s:
A.A.3.1 (2_,."_ =j _:....caclons of defects or discontinuities
on a radiograph shall be referred to the responsible engineer
for his review and disposition.
L.A.3.2 (29&61A-2) The following shall be cause for rejection:
A.A.3.2.1 Cracks.
A.&.3.2.2 Lack of fusion or root penetration.
A.i.3.2.3 Porosity,or inclusions with sharp tails.
A.&.3.2.& Linear porosity or inclusions. Linear porosity
is defined as the condition in which three (3) or more in- _ _
dications having a diameter 1/32 inch or over inter_ect a
straight line parallel to the longitudinal axis of weld and
their distance of closest approach is less than 1/8 inch.
&.A.3.2.5 The scattered porosity and inclusion standard
" shall be as follows:
M_L_imumFrequency
Minim_ Thickness of Maximum Allowable Minimum Allowable (indications of any
Materials BeinfiJoined Void Diameter _ SpacinR size per inch of weld)
0 - i/&" 1/3 T or 3/6&" 3 times the diameter &
(whichever _s less) of the largest of any
two adjacent defects. "
- ll ,T ,, 6
=
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4.5 .REPAIR
4.5.1 Weld defects in excess of the recuirements of Section 4.4 shall be
removed using a small carbide burr, grinding wheel, or file.
4.5.2 The weld shall be liquid penetrant inspected in accordance with
294564-I to insure complete removal of the defect. If this inspection
reveals the continued presence of the defect, Section 4.5.1 shall be
repeated.
i 4.5.3 All penetrant antideveloper shall be removed prior to rewelding
_ by wiping with a clean, lint-free cloth saturated with methanol or other
! equivalent solvent.
I 4.5.4 Where complete removal of surface defects can be accomplished by i
the removal of metal such that the weld still meets all size and quality i
requirements, no further repair work shall b required.
4.5.5 All weldspecification.repairsshall m et the quality recuirements of Section4.4 of this
4.6 REPORTS: A report shall be prepared covering the welding of each assembly
or subassembly and submitted to the responsible engineer. The minim_n content
shall be the date, equipment identification, details of welding procedure,
identification of parts by name and number, operator qualification details and
date qualified, and a stauement that the welds conformed to _he requirements
of Section _.4.
PS 29_61_Rev.
Page 5
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INSPECTIONPROCEDURES
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1. Helium Leak Test
A. Helium leak testing was performed to MII,-STD-271D (Shil._s)paragraph 6 and
WANI. ProcessSpecification 294502 Rev. 1 (see Supplement 1). Maximum
allowable leak rate was 5 x 10-7 std cc/sec of helium.
B. Each fuel pin was required to be helium leak tested twice: 1st within 4 hours
after removal from glove box where fuel pin was sealed in helium, and 2nd
after the postweld anneal.
C. The 1st helium leak check was performed in accordance with WANL Process
Specification 294502 Rev. 1 except that Section 5. 1, "Pressur|zlng Operation"
was omitted.
D. The 2nd helium leak check was performed in accordance with WANL Process o
Specification 294502 Rev. I. Extreme care was exercised during this test to
prevent contamination of fuel pin.
2. Ultrasonic Test (for Defects)
A. Ultrasonlc inspection of materials for hidden flaws or defects was performed in
accordance with MIL-STD-271D (Ships) paragraph 7. Any indication greater
than 5% of the wall thickness was cause for rejection of the finished part or
that section of pipe.
t'
3. Dye Penetrant Test (L|qu|d Penetrant Inspection)
A. Liqu|d penetrant inspection was performed |n accordance to WANL Process
Specification 294564 Rev. 4 (_ee Supplement I) to the general acceptance
level of Class 00.
----_i,=i=l
I
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4. Radiography
A. Radiographic inspection of fuel pins is primarily for the examination of the
arrangement and condition of internal parts after construction. However, any
flaw or defect indicated in weldments, fuel pin tube, or end caps was
, _ fully investigated.
B. Radiography was performed to MIL-STD-271D (Ships) paragraph 3.
5. Dimensional Inspection
- A. Dimensional inspection was performed wlth precision instruments that could be
read accurately to the degree required on the drawlng for the part being inspected.
v
All instrumentswere periodically calibrated to maintain accuracy.
B. Measurements were made in sucha manner as not to scratch, mar, bend, distort,
or damage parts being inspected.
C. Dimensional inspection (unless otherwise specified) was performed at an ambient
temperature of 75 + 3°F.m
6. Visual Inspection
n
A. Visual inspection was interpreted as the careful, minute examination by the
unaided eye or up to 10X magnification of all of the visible areas of a component
or part. Examination was made in a well lighted area.
B. Visual inspectlon included the comparison of the part with the drawing or other
! description and noting any anomaly.
i 7. Straightness Measurements
A. Straightness of fuel pins or tubes was determined by two methods. Method (1)
• _ was by axial traverse with dlal indicator from a flat parallel surface, and (2)
by T. I. R. (Total Indicated Runout).
G-3
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B. Method (1) - Piece fuel pin or tube on Vee blocks of uniform height at intervals
no more than 12 inchesapart. (Vee blocks should not be located Gt a weld or any
other local distortion. ) Record dlal indicator readings made from a flat parallel
surface to the highest point on tube within 1,72inch from each end and at every
2 inch interval along entire length. Rotate tube 90° and repeat above measure-
' ments. Overall straightnessis the albegralc difference between the two points
with the greatest difference in any one plane.
C. Method (2) - Place fuel pin or tube on Vee blocks as indicated in Method (1).
Measure T. I.R. (Total Indicated Runout) with a dlal indicator at points within
1/4 inch from each end and at every 2 inch interval alor,g entire length by
rotating fuel pin or tube 360° and recording high and low points. Overall
straightness is 1/2 the T. I.R. at the point with the largest T. I. R.
D. Overall straightness of the entire fuel pin or tube is construed to be the larger
straightnessmeasurement of the two methods.
8. Wall Thickness Measurements
Wall thickness variation measurementsof fuel pin machined T-111 tubes were mapped
s
and evaluated utilizing Ultrasonic Immersion Inspection Equipment, methods and techniques
compatible with the requirements of MlI.-STD-271D. Wall ser.tlons having thici_ness
variations > 4% from nominal were considered unacceptable for pin assembly fabrication.
f
Equipment required to perform this inspection was as specified below or the direct equivalent:
A. Sperry Reflectoscope Model 721.
B. 15 MHZ Transducerswith 187 roll dla. window, Type SIL.
C. Water Immersion
D. Water path. 4 Inches
E. Sperry Pulser Receiver, Model 50W.
F. Thlcknms Readout Unit, Automation Ind., Type UM
t
T
_, " .... - .......... AiL.i I [] .............. " ' -...... --
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G. BrushRecorder,Mark II
H. RotatingApparatusand SpeedControl Systemto facilitate 360° inspection
capability thru generationof transverslnghelixing rate uf approximately
10 rev./inch.
I. Callbration Standardof T-111 tube material.
I
9. RawMaterial Inspection
RawmaterTalsincludTnggovernmentfurnishedraw materialswere characterized by
specification, heat number,destructiveand nondestructivelesting. T-111 tubing was
purchasedto NASA SpecificationC-393643 (Speclfi-,ationsfor SeamlessTubing, T-111)
and T-111 rodto NASA SpecificationC-393644 (Specification for Rod, T-111).
Theheliumgasusedfor backfilling capsuleswas "Airco Ultra High P_rityGrade 5 Helium"
purchasedfromthe Air ReductionCompany, Inc., Rivert_, New Jerse/. Impurity le_J
wasguaranteednot to exceedthe following:
H2 - 1.0
H20 - 1.5
0 2 - 1.0
N2 - 5.0
Ne - 2.0
CO+ C02 - 0. 5
i Total Hydrocarbons O.5
impurity level asanalyzed by Westinghouse:
pern
H2 - 0. 09
H20 - _ 2.0 (monitoredat <_0. 5)
02 - .44
G-5
IIIII -- '
] 973005983-068
ppm
N 2 - 2.20
Ne - 1.29
Ar .29
CO2 .05
I
Listed ;n Table G-1 is a crossreference of each part, the r_w .naterlal from which it was
made, inspection of the raw material, heat number, fabrication process, fin|shed part
;nspectlon, and fuel pin ;n which part was used. Table G-2 ;s a summary of certified test
reports for the T-111 alloy.
I
!
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APPENDIX H
SPECIALTASKSPERFORMEDUNDER
NASA CONTRACT NAS 3-14415
[
H-1
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INTRODUCTION
A numberof speclaltestsandmiscellaneousfabrication operatlonsnot directly related to basic
programobjectlves were carried out under this contract. Eachof these itemsare reported
separately in this appendix.
I
HIGH VACUUM FURNACETEST
A hlgh vacuum furnace test was conducted to study materlals compatlbillty at elevated tem-
perature. Samplesincluded fuel pin 503A and other fuel pin componentsfabricated under
Contract NAS 3-12978. Also included were several materials test capsuleswlth specimen
tabs of T-111, tungsten, TZM, and uranlum nltrlde. Someof thesewere filled with Iithlum.
The test wasconducted at 1310°K (1900°F) for 3000 hoursat a pressurelessthan 1.33 x 10-6 N/m 2
(1 x 10-8 torr). FiguresH-1 and H-2 showthe speclmenspreparedfor testing. All test items
were returned to the Materlals Divlsion of NASA-Lewls ResearchCenter for evaluatlon.
,q
REENCAPSULATIONOF FUELPINS 501A, 501B, AND 502A
Fuel pins501A, 501B, and 502A fabrlcated and encapsulatedin the early phasesof Contract
NAS 3-12978(1) were reencapsulatedwith all of the improvedfabrlcatlon proceduresdeveloped
in that program. The major modification wasa changein the method of installing thermocouples
into thermocouplewells frombrazing to electron beamweldlng. Other modifications includedf
the positive backfill of thermocoupleassemblieswlth hellum and the addltlon of an instrumen-
tatlon slat in the capsulebody.
WELDSHRINKAGE TESTS
Precisioncontrol of fuel pln length will be requiredin actual reactor fabrication. Weld
shrinkageoccurringat the fuel pln tubeto endcap joint of test pinshasa magnitude(approximately
(1) Keeton, A. R., L. G. Stemann,and G. G. Lessman,"CapsuleAssemblyFabrication
FinalReport," NASA CR-72905, December, 1970.
1g73005g83-075
FigureH-!. SpecimensReadyForHigh VacuumFurnaceTest- Top View
FigureH-2. SpecimensReadyfor High VacuumFurnaceT_t - Side View
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h• 005 in/weld) and variation indicating that post weld ;izlng may be required to achieve the
necessarylength control.
NASA Lewis ResearchCenter submitted to WANL six sampleweld joints designed to evaluate
the possibility of reducing and controllng the weld shrinkage. Thesejoints, see Figure H-3,
required reduced weld penetration and contained a shoulderdesigned to restrict shrinkage.
Thesesampleswere premeasured,welded, post-measured, and sectioned for metallography.
The basic weld parameterswere similar to those usedin fuel pin welding except for adjust-
ments in current to achieve the desired penetration. Table H-1 presentsthe shrinkage obtained
and the sequence in which the welds were made.
The first three weld joints showedan obviousreduction in shrinkagecompared to the allowable
_, (.004 -. 005) currently used in fuel pin fabrication. Metallography indicated that the total -
shrlnkage (.0011 to. 0022) and variation noted might be relai'ed to fit up characteristics. ,
As can be seen in Figure H-4, typical high points had been present in someareaswhich pre-
vented uniform contact with the restr|ct|ng shoulder•
As a result of the first three tests, SpecimensNos. 3, 2, and 5 were returned to NASA for
hand lapping to assuresmoothcontact. The data on these joints is somewhatmore consistent
with a maxlmumof . 0015 incheson a given jolnt.
1
Reviewof the results indicated that shrinkagecoulddefinitely be reducedwith the design i,
concept explored. It also appearsthat length tolerance, as a result of welding alone, could i
be maintainedwithin +. 001. This, of course, doesnot include the normal mechanical i
w
variationsassociatedwith machiningand fit up of detail partswhich mustbe considered.
\
H-4 i
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.____.__ . 000
ClearanceBefore Weld
See Figure H-
Measure Before and
_ After Welding (5 places -
center + 4 places near edge
90° apart)
t
1
i
' Zero Clearance Before Weld
\
Full Weld - .040 mln.
Figure H-3. Weld Shrlnkage Test Joint Configuration
H-5
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Table H-1. Weld Shrlnkage
I
End
Specimen 0° 90° 180° 270° Center Pressure(Ibs'
1 .0020 .0020 .0016 .0019 .0019 3
4 . 0013 . 0013 . 0010 . 0008 . 0011 6
6 . 0017 . 0018 . 0018 . 0024 . 0022 6
3 .0015 .0009 .0014 .0014 .0014 6
_, 2 . 0009 . 0006 . 0013 . 0009 . 0010 3
I
5 i .0015 .0012 .0009 .0009 .0015 3I
!
i
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FigureH-4. Weld SpecimenNo. 1 - Typical ShrinkageRestrictingShoulderArea.
High Pointson ContactingSurfacesLeadsto ShrinkageVariation
(See FigureH-3)
F:,
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SUPPLEMENTI
_' FABRICATION OF ADVANCED POWERREACTORPROTOTYPEFUELPINS
Preparedby
WESTINGHOUSEASTRONUCLEARLABORATORY
PITTSBURGH,PENNSYLVANIAI
for _-'
_d
NASA LEWISRESEARCHCENTER _ '.
,, under
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SUPPLEMENT I
TITLE:
FABRICATION OF ADVANCED POWER REACTOR PROTOTYPE FUEL PINS
FOP IN-PILE TESTING
I
PURPOSE& SCOPE:
The purposeof these proceduresand specifications is to provide detailed
information for the fabrlcatlol_, assembly, and inspection of T-111 all_/
clad, uranium nitride fueled prototype fuel pin assemblies_ specified in
NASA Drawing CD-352472.
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS:
NASA TM X-67879 - Specifications for Cleaning, Fusla_ Welding, and
Postheatlng Tantalum a_ Columbium Alloys
I MIL-STD-271D (Ships) - Nondestructive Testing Requirements for Metals
!
: NASA Specification C-3936_3 - Specifications _orSeamlessTubing, T-! 11
i NASA Spscification C-393644 - Specifications for Rod, f-111
!
'!_ NASA CR-72764 - Synthesis, Characterizatlol , and Fabrlcatlon of _IN.
t
!-1
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I. 0 FABRICATION
1.1 RawMaterial - TestingProcedures
1.1.1 General
1.1.1.1 All raw materials including government furnished parts
shall be characterized by specification, heat number, chemical
composition, and mechanical properties.
, 1.1.1.2 T-111 alloy (Ta-8W-2Hf) tubing shall conform to NASA
Specification C-393643, and T-111 alloy rod shall conform to NASA
Specification C-393644. A "Certified TestReport" is required from
the supplier for ecJchheat or lot of material, and this report shall
be comparedwith the applicable specification for conformance.
Material that does not conform to the specification shall be rejected.
1.1.2 Nondestructive Testing
1.1.2.1 Rawmaterials shall be visually inspected for general
appearancein accordance with Section 3. 8, "Visual Inspection".
1.1.2.2 T-111 alloy tubing and rod shall be ultrasonically in-
spectedfor defects in accordancewith Section3.3, "Ultrasonic
Test". Rejected areasshall be cut out of raw material and plainly
i ic_entlfledso they will not be usedfor fuel pin construction.
1.1.2.3 T-111 tubing and rod shall bedye penetrontinspected
in accordancewith Section3.4, "Dye PenetrantTest". Rejected
areasshall be cut out of raw material and plainly identified sothey
will not be usedfor capsuleconstruction.
1.1.3 Me"allurglcal Examination
1.1.3. 1 Metollurglcal examinationshall be performedon a sample
fromeachheat or lot of T-111 al!oy material to determinegeneral
structureand condition, lack of contamination,grain size, and hard-
ness. Photomicrographsshall be madeof eachsampleat 100X. Material
that is contaminatedor defective or that doesnot complywith specified
grain size and hardnesshall be rejected.
1.1.3.2 Chemical analysisshall be performed_na samplefromeach i
heat or lot of T-111 alloy tubing to determinecontentof C, O, H, and
: N. Resultsshall be comparedwi_happlicable specification, andnon- _
conformingmaterial shall be rejected.
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_/ 1.1.4 Dimensional Inspection
1.1.4. 1 Dimensional inspection shall be performed on all raw
materlals in accordance with Section 3.6, "Dimensional Inspection"
to determine that the raw material is of the proper size, shape, and
quantity to meet the finished parts requirements of the drawing.
1.1.4.2 Straightness measurements shall be made of each length
of T-111 tubing in accordance with Section 3.9, "Straightness
Measurements" to determine areas from which fuel pin tubes can
be fabricated to meet requirements specified on the drawing.
, 1.1.5 Helium for backfill of fuel pins.
1.1.5. 1 Helium shall be equivalent to Mathieson Company
ultra-high purity (gold label) helium which has the following
typical impurity concentrations in ppm: H2 - 0. 1, CH4 - 0. 0,
H20-1.5, Ne-8.0, N 2-5.0, 0 2-0o6, Ar-0.05, CO 2-0.05o
1.1.5. 2 A chemical analysis shall be made on a sample from each
lot or batch of helium, and thls analysis compared with the typical
concentrations above. Deviations shall be submitted to the project
manager for approval.
1.2 Machining - Piece Part
',. 2.1 All machining of T-111 parts shall be accomplished with conventional
machining methods and equipment (i. e., lathes, milling machines,
drill presses, honing machines, etc. _ as opposed to less conventional
methods such as EDM, ECM, etc. EDM particularly should not be
used on T-111 due to possible contamination from the coolant and
1. and el _,ctrodeas a result of the electrical discharge, r
1.2.2 T-111 al Ioy (Ta-SW-2Hf) can be machined with ordinary tool steels,
J but many prefer high speed or carbide tools. All tantalum base alloys have !!
i a tendency to tear or gall easily sotools mustbe kept sharp and work floodedwith tap magic, carbon tetrachlorlde, or similar lubricant. Single-polntturning tools should be ground to 10° back rake, 5° side rake, 5° side clearance, i
45° trail angle, and 0. 020 in. nose radius. Cutting speedsof 50--60 SFPM !
with roughing feeds of 0. 008-0. 012 ipr and finishing feeds of 0. 005-0. 006 ipr i
with a depth of 0. 015"-. 060" may be used.
Conventional roughing cuts followed by light finishing cuts do not produce
finishes as satisfactory as those obtained by using sharp tools and flne feeds i
and finlshlng the work with a reasonable heavy cut.
For shaplng and milllng, the tools should be kept sharp wlth generousrake _
and clearance angles as used for soft metals such as copper and aluminum.
Broaching operatlon_ should be avolded slnce the tool has a tendency to tear
the material. Grlndlng is not recommended.
Honing can be accomplished using conventional honing machlnes wlth diamond
honing stonesor stonessuch as SunnenY20J67 and L20A69. High RPM should
be used. Lapping compound can be used to produce a hlgh quality surface finish. _
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1.3 Inspection, Piece Part - After Machlnin_
1.3.1 Eachpiece part machinedor rabrlcated for assemblyand construction
of fuel pinsshall be 100% inspectedfor conforman':ewith all drawing require-
ments.
1.3.2 Eachfuel pin tube shall be ultrasonically inspectedfor defects in
accordancewith Section 3.3
1.3.3 Eachfuel pin tube shall be dye penetrantinspectedin accordance
, with Section3.4.
1.3.4 Each fuel pin tube shall have wall thicknessmeasurementsperformed
in accordancewith Section3.10. Wall thicknessva-iafionsgreater than 4%
of total wall thicknessshall be causefor rejection.
1.3.5 Eachfuel pin tube O.D. shall be measuredand recordedat 0° and
90° at every axial position. Axial positionsfor measurementsshall be 1/2
inch incrementsa_ongthe entire tube length.
1.3.6 Straightnessmeasurementshall be n,adeon each fuel pin tube in
accordancewith Section3.9.
1.4 TungstenLiner - BondingDescriptionand Procedure
A differential thermalexpansionprccesswasdevelopedto bondtungstenliners
to the insidesurfaceof T-111 tubes. A onemll thick tungstensheetrolled
i into a cylindrical formwasinserted into the T-111 t_he. A close fitting low
l carbonsteelmandrelcoated with aluminumoxide (AI203) wasthen insertedinto the ID of the o led ungs ensheet. Upon heating in a vacuumfurnace
i the low carbonsteel mandrelhavi.lg a high thermal expansionrelative to the
T-111 tube forcesthe tL,,_gstensheetdiametrically outwardagainstthe inside
surfaceof the i-111 tub._. Thetubeswere heated in a vacuumof at leastl
_ 'i 3 x 10-6 torr. 1he cc,m',ir.ationof temperatureand pressurefor a period of time
causesbondingbetweentungstenlayersandalsobetweenthe tungstenand T-111.
It wasnecessaryto coat the mandrelwith AI20 3 _- oreven_the tungstenfrom
! adheringto thesteel. Tubesize, fumacetemper, Jre, and assemblyclearance
are critical variablesdeterminingthe force exe_, : against the W sheet. By
trial anderror, a 5 mll roomtemperatureassemblyclearanceand a furnace
temperatureof 2200°F were determinedto be properfor bondinga
.005 in. thick liner into a nominal. 636 ID T-111 tube. If too lowa
temperatureor toomuchclearance is allowed, bondingdoesnot occur.
If too little clearanceor too hlgh a temperatureis used,a barreling
distortionof the T-111 results. Ideally, at furnacetemperaturethe
clearancesbetweenthe five tungstenlayersandth_ clearancebetweenthe
_i_ T-111 andtungstenshouldbe just reducedto zero therebydeveloping suf-
i flclent pressureto bondthe liner withoutfurther stressingof the T-111 tube.
._ To achieve the above requiresclosetoleranceson dimensionsof assembly
i partsandclosecontrolof furnacetemperature.
1-6
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The procedureoutlined below assumesa clean vacuu, ,urnace previously qualified
for usewith the materials involved. A small control sampleassemblysimilar to the
assemblybeing bondedshould be carried through each step outlined. This control
can then be analyzed for contamination to give addedassuranceof the quality of
the lined tube.
1.4. 1 Steel Mandrels
1.4. 1.1 ! 020 steel ,'ods18.0 inches long by. 610 +. 001 inches in diameter
shall be usedfor both the "L" size tubes and the "L/_" size tubes.
I
1.4. 1.2 Holes to accept a 1/8 in. diameter tungsten pin shall be drifled
1/4 in. from each rod end. The mandrels for the °'L/3" tubesshall have two
additional hole_of the samediameter spaced such to divide the rods into
three equal portions.
1.4. 1.3 The mandrels shall be etched in 80 v/o H20 and 20 v/o HCI.
1.4. 1.4 All handling of the mandrelsafter step 1.4. 1.3 shall be done
with nylon gloves worn over pylox gloves or with clean tools.
1.4. 1.5 Themandrels shall be vacuum annealed at l_00°F for 4 hours in
in a vacuum of 10-4 torr.
1.4. 1.6 The mandrels shall be flame sprayedwith aluminum oxide, AI20 3
_ (99.53% pure) to a d|ameter of .630 + .002 inch. The mandrel endsshall
_ also be coated to an AI20 3 thic_ _ess-ofat least. 005 inches.
_ 1.4. 1.7 Thecoated mandrelshall be centerlessgroundto a dlameter of
.621 +. 0005 inchesusinga silicon carbide wheel with noncirculatlng
"' flow|_ tap water asthe grinding lubricant. The AI20 3 thicknessafter ,
grinding is approximately5-1/2 mils.
1.4. 1.8 The coatedmandrelsshall be ultrasonically cleaned in alconox
for 1/2 hour.
t 1.4. 1.9 The manclrelsshall be rinsedin tap water for 1 minute.
1.4. 1.10 The mandrelsshall be ultrasonically cleaned in ethyl alcohol
for 1/2 hour.
_..4. 1.11 The mandrelsshall be hot air dried and stored in desiccantbags
until used.
1.4. 1.12 Immedlately before use, the coated mandrelsshall be outgassed
at lO00oFfor 1 hour in a vacuumof 1 x 10-5 torr or better.
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1.4. 2 TheT-111 tubesto be lined shall be machinedto dimensionspecified
on drawlngand cleanedasdescribedin Section 1.5.
1.4. 3 LinerMaterial
1.4. 3.1 The liner material shall be tungsten, . 001 inch thick sheet.
Sheetwith excessivewrinkles or variationsin thicknessof morethan
.001 inch shall not be used.
1.4. 3.2 Thetungstensheetshall be shearedto a size 16.26 inchesxI
9. 88 inchesfor the "L" pins, and 3. 86 inchesx 9. 88 inchesfor the
"L/3" pin. Thesesi,eetsizesprovidea 5 layer, 5 mll thick liner wlth
an end recessof. 20 inchesfor the "L" plnsand . 15 inchesfor the
"L/3" pins.
1.4. 3.3 Sandedgesof the tungstensheetsusingNo. 400 silicon carbide
paperto deburr.
1.4. 3.4 Ultrasonicclean the tungstensheetsin alconox for 1/2 hour.
1.4. 3.5 Handletungstensheetswith clean toolsor llnt free nylon
gloveswornover pyloxglovesin all following steps.
1.4. 3.6 Thetungstensheetsshall be rinsedin runningtap water for
_ 30 seconds.
1.4. 3. 7 Ultrasonlcclean the tungstensheetsin M-6 solventfor 1/2 hour.
_ 1.4. 3.8 Thetungstensheetsshall be pickled in nltrlc, hydroflourlc,
i sulfurlcacld balance volumefor 1 minute.
solutlon, 20-15-10%, H20 by
1.4. 3. 9 Fasttransferthe tungstensheetsfromthe plckle bath to boiling
distilled waterwithoutany surfacedrylng of the pickle solutlon. Allow
sheetsto remain in boiling water for 30 ._econds.
1.4. 3. 10 The tungstensheetsshall be rinsedin cold flowing tap water
_ for 1 minute.
1.4. 3. 1! The tungstensheetsshall be boiled :n clean distilled H_;Ofor
5 minutes.
1.4. 3. 12 The tungstensheetsshall be fast rinsedin ethyl alcohol, and
immediatelyhot alr drled.
1.4. 3.13 Store¢lean_ tungstensheetsin clean glass:ontainers.
1.4. 3. 14 The tungstensheetshall be preformedby rolllng the tungsten
and insertlngit into a cleaned T-111 tube .600 ID and heat treatedat
! 1600°Ffor 1 hourin a vacuumof 5 x 10-6 torr or better.
I
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1.4. 3.15 The vacuumcan be broken and the liner material removed from
the T-111 tube when the furnace temperature is less than 100OF.
1.4. 3.16 The tungsten sheet, now permanently set in cylindrical shape,
shall be rerolled such to reverse the inner and outer layers. It is desirable
to have the more cylindrically shapedouter layer of tungstenon the inside
surface of the cylinder when inserting the close fitting mandrel into its
ID.
' 1.4.4 Assemblyof Components
1.4. 1.1 All handling of componentsshall be with clean tools, or with
nylon gloves worn over pylox gloves.
1.4. 4.2 The reverserolled liner shall be inserted into the T-111 tube°
1.4. 4. 3 The liner shall be rotated in the tube suchto tighten the liner
against the T-111 tube wall.
1.4. 4. 4 A 1"-111plug .6355 inch OD cleaned as describedin Section1.5
shall be inserted into the tube to squarethe endsof the multilayereu liner.
_ A stopmachinedon the plug gives the properliner recessfrom the ends of
the T-111 tube asspecified in 1.4. 3.2.
1.4. 4.5 With the T-11! plug in place on one end, the mandrelis
_* insertedfrom the oppositeend until it contactsand pushesthe plug out
of the tube. One "L" size tube or three "L/3" size tubesare spacedon
one steel mandrel.
1.4. 4.6 Clean tungstenpins 1/8 in. in diameter shall be placed through
the holesdrilled through the mandrel diameter to hold the tubes in position
on the steel mandrel. The pins are wired in place usingclean t_,ntalum
wire.
1.4. 4./ The assemblyshall be wrnppedin clean tantalumfoil.
1.4. 5 Bonding
1.4. 5. 1 The assemblyis placed vertically into the furnace, i
I. 4.5.2 The furnaceshall be pumpedto a vacuumof 3 x l O'6torr
or better andheld for24 hoursbeforepower is turnedon.
1.4. 5. 3 Thetemperatureshallbe increasedat a rate to maintain a vacuum
of at least3 x 10TM torr but not exceeding300°F per hour.
1.4. 5.4 Temperatureshall be heldat 2200°F for 1 hour.
! 1.4. 5.5 The furnacevacuumshall not be brokenuntil the furnacetemper-
ature is below lO0°F at which time the assemblyis removedfromthe furnace.
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1.4. 6 Storage
1.4.6.1 The outer layer of tantalum fall and the mcndrelshall be removed.
1.4. 6.2 The tungsten lined T-111 tube shall be wrapped in clean tantalum
fall to await use.
1.5 Cleaning and Handling - T-111 Alloy and TungstenParts
1.5. 1 All T-111 alloy and tungsten parts shall be cleaned in accordance with
NASA-Lewls TMX 67879 Specification No. RM-1, "Chemical Cleaning of Columblum,
Tantalum, and Their AIInys" with the exception that the compositionof the
solution shall be 20% nitric - 15% hydrofluoric - 10% sulfuric acid, and theI
balance water by volume. Tungstenparts shall be cleaned using the samepro-
cedure as tantalum parts. After cleaning, each part shall be vacuum heat treated
at 2400°F for 1 hour in a vacuum of _0-_ torr or better,
1.5.2 T-111 and tungstenparts should NEVERbe exposedto temperatures
above 150°C (300°F) unlessthey have beaned as specified in Paragraph
1.5.1 above andare enclosedin a vacuumbetter than 1 x 10-4torr or high
purity inert gaswith 0 2 and H20 content5 ppmor below.
1.5.3 Handling or contact with cleaned T-111 or tungstenpartsshall only
be with clean, llnt free gloves, clean glass, clean refractorymetal, or cle_.n
teflon. T-111 alloy is particularly sensitiveto metallic contaminationso
avoid any metallic contactduringor after cleaning except with refractory metals.
1.5.4 Toolsandequipmentfor usein handlingT-111 and tungstenpartsare
to be cleaned prior _ouseby the methodsdescribedbelow.
1.5.4. 1 Small toolsand equipmentare to be degreasedby ultra- _
sc,nlc cleaning in freshclean M-6 (oxylene)or by M-6 rinse, then
rinsedwith ethyl alcohol and air dried. ':
1.5.4. 2 Largetoolsand equipmentare to be degreasedby wiping ,i
' with a rag or Kim Wipe saturated with M-6 (oxylene), wiped dry .,
with a clean rag or Kim Wipe, and final wiped with rag or Kim ;_pe
dampenedwith ethyl alcohol and air dried.
2.0 ASSEMBLY
2. 1 Fuel Pellets, Uraniumrlitrlde - Handling
2.1.1 Uraniumnitride fuel pellets shall be fabricated in accordancewith
proceduresfor cold isostatlc pressingof UN describedin NASA Contractor
reportCR-72764and preflnlshedto thedrawingspecificationsand hermetically
sealedin an argcn at:nosphere. Fuel st._.llnot at any time be exposedto
:. ambientair.
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2.1.2 Fuel pellets shall be handled only in an inert atmospherechamber
with the samehandling precautions as described for handling T-111 and
tungsten in Section 1.5.3 and 1.5.4_
2.1.3 Fuel pellets shall be degassedat a temperature of 150 to 400°F
using heating lampsfor a minimumof 12 hours in vacuum of 1 x 10-4 torr or
better then backfilled wlth hlgh purity helium containing les_than 5 ppm '.120
and 0 2 before encapsulating in a fuel pln.
I
- 2.1.4 Fuel pellets shall be inspected vlsual_y for cracks, chips, or any
anomaly and these observationsshall be rec,_rdedand reported to the project
managerfor disposition.
2.2 Welding, Electron Beam- Specification and Weld Qualification
2.2. 1 Electron beamwelding shall be performed in accordance wlth NASA-
LewisTMX 67879 Specification No. RM-3, "Electron BeamWelding of
Columblum, Tantalum, and Their Alloys".
2.2.2 Sampleelectron beamweldsshall be madebeforeandafter v_eldlng
endcapsto each fuel pin. Thesampleweld joint shouldduplicate as closely
as possiblethe end cap to fuel pir .ube weld joint. Thesesamplesshall he
sectionedboth perpendlcularand parallel to the weld and metallographlcally
examlnedfor crack, porosity, fusiondepth, or other anomalies.
2.2.3 Attached in Appendix I isaWelding Proceduresheetgivlng the
' parametersfor the fuel pinend cap - tube weld. It shouldbe noted that each
welding machinemustbe qualified in accordancewith NASA-.LewIsSpecif-
icatlon No. RM-3 and theseparametersdevelopedfor each machine.
!
, "; 2.3 Welding, Fuel Pin Closure- Specificationand Procedure
; 2.3. 1 Fuel pln closurewelds (i. e., sealing of the .029 dla. closurehole wlth
UHPheliumat (1) atmosphere)shall be accompllshedin accordancewith NASA-
LewisTMX Specification No. RM-2, "Gas Tungsten-ArcWeldingof Columbium,
Tantalum_and lhelr Alloys" except that a minimumpenetrationdepthof 020"
shall be required.
2.3. 2 Sampleclosureweldsshall be madebeforeandafter each groupof
fuel pinsore welded. The _]mple shall duplicate as closelyas possiblethe
fuel pin closureweld. Thesampleweldsshall be sectionedandmetallographically
examinedfor cracks, porosity, fusiondepth, or otherar,_malies.
'_ 1-11
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2.3.3 Attached in Appendix I isa Welding Proceduresheetgiving the para-
metersfor this fuel pin final closureweld. It shouldbe notedthat each welding
machinemustbe qualified in accordancewith NASA-LewIs TMX 67878 Specif-
ication No. RM-2 andtheseparametersdevelopedfor each machine.
2.4 AssemblyProcedure- Fuel Pin
2.4. 1 Thefuel pinshall be assembledin accordance wlth the "Fuel Pin
AssemblyCheckoff" sheetattached in AppendixIII inthe sequenceindicated.
, 2.4.2 The "Pre-lrradlatlon FuelPin Data"record attached in Appendix IV
shall be completedas necessaryfor fuel pin construction.
2.5 Inspection, FuelPin - After Assembly
2.5. 1 Fuel pin shall be helium leak testedper applicable partsof Sectlon
3.2 within 4 hoursafter removalfromwelding chamberafter final seal weld.
Recordleak detectorcalibrationand fuel pin leak rate.
2.5.2 Fuel pln weldsshall be visually inspectedfor conformancewith
Section2.2 and2.3 Welding.
2.5. 3 Fuel pln weldsshall be dye penetrantinspectedper Section3.4.
2.5. 4 Fuel pin shall be x-rayed at 0° and 90° in accordancewith Section
3.5, Radiographs.
2.5.5 Fuel pln overall lengthshall b_ measuredand recorded.
2.5. 6 Fuel pln straightnessand O. D. shall be measuredas requiredin
AppendixIV Section C-5 of Pre-lrradlatlon Fuel Pin Data Sheet.
, 2.5. 7 NASA identification numberon inlet end plugshall be checkedfor
clarity and accuracy.
2.5.8 Fuel pin weightshall be recordedto nearestgram.
2.5. 9 Fuel pinsthat are to be encapsulatedshall be matcheddrillet in
accordancewlth Note 9 NASA Drawing CD-352472.
2.6 Final Cl,_c:',',ing,Fuel Pin
2.6. ] Eachfuel pln shall be cleaned in accordancewith
Section1.5 after completionof Inspectionrequired in Section2.5. This
final cleaningshall be performedas near to tlme of useas pm_':ical, und
! extremeoautlonshall be exercisedto preventcontaminationof fuel pln
during handlingandstorage.
t
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2.7 PostWeld _nneal
2.7. 1 After final cleaning the fuel pins shall be wrapped in tantalum foil
and post weld annealed by vacuum heat treating at 1100°C (2012°F) for 1
hour in a vacuum of 5 x 10-5 torr or better.
2.8 Inspection, Fuel Pin - After PostWeld Anneal
2.8. 1 Each fuel pin shall be helium leak tested after the post weld anneal
as per applicable paris of Section 3.2. Maximum allowable leak rate is
' 5 x 10-/std. cc/sec of helium. Extreme care shall be exerci_-cl in handling
the fuel pin during leak check operation to prevent contamination.
3.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE/INSPECTION
3.1 General
3.1.1 Quality Assurance shall e,_surethat ,Cuelpin parts, materials,
assemblyand tests comply w'th th_ technical requirements of the applicable
drawings and specifications as weli as fhe inspection and documentation re-
qulrements of the cuntract. This effort shall be directed by the cognizant
project Quallty Engi.,eer who will provide the required ordering document
reviews, inspection and test planning/instructlons, development/procedures
for nondestructive tes, ng, designsfor any special mechanical or electrical
measurementtools or equipment, evaluations and disposition of nonconformities,
i and partlcipatlon and review of pln cssembly final data packcge (assembly pro-
ced,_resand all test results) to insure pin assemblycompliance and acceptability.
• 3.1.2 Quality Assurance shall maintain records of all inspections and tests
! performed. The records must include all details pertinent to the inspection or
.! test performed, such as part ident!._icatlon, orderlng document number, a de-
': scriptlon of the inspection or test, quantifies inspected/tested, quantltles
• accepted or rejected, and identification of the indlvldual performing the in-
spectlon or test. Actual measurementsand observations shall be recorded
' v,henever requlred and whereever the inspection and test equipment is capable
i of supplying vari_!e data.
t 3. 1.3 Quality Assurance shall _sure that all inspection tools and gages
and test equlpment are initially and periodically calibrated per the established
procedures of an approved Calibration Control Syst,_m. All calibrotlons sha!! :
be performed against standardswhich are traceable to the National Bureau of
L Standards. Quality Assurancepersonnel shall be required to Insure, just prlo,
to use, that all inspectlon tools and test equlpment to be used are within their cal-
} ibratlon interval. !
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3.2 Helium Leak Test
3.2.1 Each fuel pin is required to be helium leak tested twice: first within
4 hoursafter removal from g',ove box where fuel pin is sealed in helium (Section
2.5) and second after the post-weld anneal (Section 2.8). Themaximum
allowable leak rate ts 5 x 10-7 std. cc/sec of hellum in both instances.
, 3.2.2 The first helium leak check shall be performed in accordance with
WANL ProcessSpecification 294502 Rev. No. 1 except that Section 5. 1
"Pressurizing Operation" shall be omitted.
3.2.3 The second helium leak check shall be performed in accordance with
WANL ProcessSpecification 294502 Rev. No. 1. Extreme care should be
e×ercised during thls test to prevent contamination of fuel pin. (See Section
1.5 of these procedures and specifications "Cleanlng ar, t Handling - T-111
Alloy and Tungsten Parts". )
3.3 Ultrasonic Test (for defects)
3.3. 1 Ultrasonic inspection of materials for hidden flaws or defects shall
be performed in accordance wlth MIL-STD-271D (Ships) Paragraph 7. Any
indication greater than 5% of the wa',l thlcknes_ shall be cause for rej_.:_ion
i of the finished part or that section of pipe.
i 3. 4 Dye Penetrant Test (Liquid Penetrant Inspection)
3. 4. 1 Liquid penetrant |nspection shall be performed in accordance to
WANL ProcessSpeciflcatlon 294564 Rev. No. 4 to 1'hegeneral acceptance
level of Class 00 glven in Appendix V.
3. 5 Radlogra_
3.5. 1 Radiographic impection of fuel pins is primarily for the examination
of the arrangement e,nd conditlon of internal parts after comtr,.,:tlon. How-
ever, any flaw or defect indicated In weldments, fuel pin tube, or end caps
shall be fully investigated.
3. 5. 2 Radiography shall be performed ,_ _IL-STD-271D (Ships) Paragraph 3.
3.6 Dimemk,,-_ I Impectlon
3.6. 1 Dlmemlonc! inspection shall be perfon_ed with prec:islon imtrum- ts
that can be read accurately to the degree required on the drawing for tl Jrt
being i_spected. All Instrumer,t_ shall be periodically calibrated to mah _ln
accl,racy.
1-14
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3.6.2 Measurements shall be made in such u manner as not to scratch, mar,
bend, distort, or damage parts be_j inspected.
3.6.3 Dimensional inspection (unless _herwise specified) shall be performec
at an ambient temperature of 75 + 3°F.
3.7 Furnace Qualifications
3.7. I Any equipment usecl for heating fuel loinsor fuel pin parts must first
be qualified and operated in accordance with NASA-Lewls TMX o7879 Specif-
ication No. RM-5, "Post-heatlng of Cb-lZr and T-111 (Tc-8W-2Hf_ Weldments".
t
3.8 Visual Inspection
3.8. 1 Visual inspection shall be interpreted as the careful, minute examin-
ation by the unaided eye or up to 10X magnification of all of the visible areas
of a compone_t or part. Examination shall be made in a ".veil lighted aree.
3.8. 2 Visual inspection shall include the comparison of the part with the
drawing or other descrlption and noting any anomaly.
3.9 StraightnessMeasurements
3.9. 1 Straightnessof fuel pins or tubes shall be determined by two methods.
! Method (1) is by e_!al traverse with dlal indicator from a flat parallel surface
i and (2) by T. I.R. (Total Indlcated Runout).
3.9.2 Method (1) - Place {uel pin or tube on Vee blocks of uniform height
t at intervals than 12" (Vee blocks should not be located at ano more apart.
weld or any other location distortion. ) Record dlal indicator readings made
: from a flat parallel surface to the highest point on tube within 1/2" from each!
end and at every 2" interval along entire length. Rotate tube 90° and repeat
,j above measurements. Overall straightnessis the algebrai,:, difference between
'i the two points w|th the greatest difference in any one olane.
• 3. _;.3 Method (2) - Place fuel pin or tube on Vee blocks as indicated in
Method (1). Measure T. I.R. (Total Indicated Runout) wlth a diol indicator
at points within 1,/4 .. from each end and at every 2" Interval along entire
length by rotating fuel pin or tube 360° and recording high and low points.
Overall straightness is 1/2 the T. I.R. at the point wlth the largest T. I. R.
3.9. 4 Ov,_rall straightnessof the entire fuel pln or tube is ¢.omtnJeclto
be the larger straightnessmeasurement of the two methods.
1-15
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3.10 Wall Thickness Measurements
3.10. 1 Wall thickness var,ation measurementsof fuel pln _achine_ I'-_11
tubes shall be mapped and evaluated utilizing Ultrasonic Imme_slon Inslr_e-'._ion
Equipment, methodsand techniques compatible with the requirements of MIL _
STD-271D. Wall sections having thickn_s variations >4% from nominal si._ll
be considered unacceptable for pin assembly f=bricatlon. Equ_pmem_required !_
to perform this inspection shall be as speclf!ed below or the direct equivalent:
(a) Sperry Reflectoscope Model 721
'" (b) 15 MHZ Transducerswith 187 mill dia. window, Type SIL.
(c) Water imrr:erslon
(d) Water path . 4 inches
(e) Spert) Ji-:er Recf. ,er, Model 50W.
(f) ThicknessReadout Unit, X,_;.omohonInd., Type UM
(g) BrushRecorder, Mark II
(h) Rotating Apparatus and Speea C_ntrol System to ,'acilitate 360°
inspection capability thin generation of tm_versin_ hellxlng rate
of approximately 10 rev./inch
(i) Calibration Standard of T-111 tube materiel rperth_ a',x,ched sketch.
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hAPPENDIX I
Welding ProcedureSheet, Fuel Pin EndCap-TubeWeld
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Procedure No.:
3-24-71Date:
WELDING PROCEDURE
Fuel Pin End Cap to Fuel Pin Tube CD-352466, 71, 72
Name of Part Drcwing No.
Welding Spec. No. --
Material T-111 Alloy Material Spec. No. --
, Shoulder Joint -. 058 ir_. wall tube to cap
Description of Welds Covered by this Procedure (type, size, location)
approx. 3/4 in. dia.
Electron Beam
Welding Process
Welding Machine Sclaky 30KW Type Current --
Electrode- Type -- Size -- . Spec. . --
Filler Material - Comp. Spec.
Shielding Gas -- Backup Gas --
Cleaning Prior to Welding
ii
A B ,'
Detailed Procedure: Pass Pass Pass
Current 90 milllamps
Voltage 20 KV
, Filler Wire Size
Filler Feed Rate
Travel Speed 15 RPM
InterpassTemp. Fuel P|n HorizontalWeld Position
Remarks(include details of fixturing, tackingwhere required, chills, etc.)
Weld Program: Initial and final current, -5 ma., in,hal slope rate - 300, final slope rate - 900,
initial and flnal voltage - 14 KV, high voltage slope - 2.0, high voltage start delay. 3 sec.,
i i I
run time 7. 0 sec., decay time 2.0 se¢.
Work Distance: 2 in. to bottom of scanner coil.
i ,r,n1i:_ 1 lO
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IAPPENDIX II
Welding ProcedureSheet, Fuel Pin Final ClosureWeld
1
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"1 Procedure No. : 70821 -2
6-16-71
Date:
WELDING PROCEDURE
Name of Part Fuel Pin Final Closure Drawing No. NASA-CD-352466, 71, 72
Welding Spec. No.
Material T-111 Alloy Material Spec. No. --
Arc spot seal of. 029 in. dia. hole
Description of Welds Covered by this Procedure (type, size, location)
Tungsten Arc
Welding Process w.
Welding Machine Merrick 300 Amp Welder--Amp Trak Type Current DCSP
Electrode - Type w (2% ThQrig) Size . 3/'32 in. Spec. , --
Filler Materlal - Comp...... Spec.
Shielding Gas UHP Helium Back_:p Gas --
' Cleaning Prior to Welding Pre-cleaned and handled in assembly chamber as defined in checkoff
procedu re.
JIlL I
Detailed Procedure: ,.,
Pass Pass Pass
140 amps.Current
Vol tage
f Filler Wire Size , _
Filler Feed Rate
Travel Speed
InterpassTemp. Horizontal "-- " '
Weld Position or rerpen-dicular
Remarks (include details of flxturjng, tacking where required, chills, etc.)
Weld current, 140 ampsfor O.5 secondsthen tapers to 50 ampsdur!n_lO.75 seconds.t i i i
Amp-Trak sett|n_s: PFT = 0_, IC = 140 ampsI IT = 1 secondt WT = 0.5 seconds. _
WC tPendantt 140 ampsr taper = off t FST = 0.75 second% PHC = 50 amos. PHT = O. PFT = OL
Arc start settings: One shot (reset after each)r intensity 60%. .....
i i i , ,, m
x,
mll m • :_ -- ,
I ")1
i
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APPENDIX III
Fuel Pin AssemblyCheckoff
f
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FUELPIN ASSEMBLYCHECKOFF
"D" SIZE "L" LENGTH PROTOTYPE
Dwg. 352472 Rev.
I. PREPARATION
Initial
I
- 1. Fuel pin I.D. No. .
2. Select the following parts and verify complete material certification and
identification asdesignmtedin the "Pre-lrradiation Fuel Pin Data" section.
(Note: Complete necessarysections of "Pre-lrradiation Fuel Pin Data".)
a. One outlet end fitting (Part No. 1).
!: b. Two separators(Part No. 2).
c. Eleven separators(Part No. 2A).
d. One fuel spacer, outlet end (?art No. 3).
e. One fuel pellet group (Part No. 4).
f. One fuel spacer, inlet end (Part No. 5).
g. One inlet end fitting (Part No. 6).
h. Weld shrinkage spacersasrequired (Part No. 7).
i. One fuel pin tube (Part No. g). (Tube wascleaned before bonding liner).
3. Measureeach fuel pin componentand determine that required stack length
is within drawing tolerance.
4. Clean parts (a) thru (h) above (except Item (e)) as specified in Section 1.5
Cleaning and Handling -T-111 Alloy and TungstenParts. (Note: All
cleaning is to be accomplished as near to time of useas practical). Handle
refractory metal partsonly with refractory metal tools.
5. Clean equipment, tools and storage containers as specified in cleaning
section 1.5.
6. Loadpartsfor one or morefuel pins into glole box.
7. Loadclean fuel pin assemblyplug into glove box.
8. Loadclean handlingtoolsandwelding fixturesinto glove box.
NOTE: All surfacesthat will contacl fuel pin partsduring assemblyand
weldingmustbe constructedfromor coatedwith refractory metal.
9. Loadsampleweld piecesinto weld box and ,_etup for welding.t
t 1-23
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II. PUMPDOWN
Initial
1. Evacuate glove box to at least 5 x 10-5 torr. Press
2. B._ckfill glove box with UHP helium to 1 atmosphere.
3. Open fuel container and make visual check of fue!. Set fuel out of
' container so that it will degass proper[/.
4. Evacuate glove box to the 10-6 torr range while heating fuel and fuel
pin parts :o "-'200°F with heating lamps. Pressure
(Normally an overnight pumpdown is desirable).
5. Make sample end cap to fuel pin tube weld immediately before backfill
in accordance with Section 2.2.
6. Backfill with UHP 'helium to atmosl:heric pressure. Note: Helium must
be from a batch analyzed in accordance with Section 1.1.5.
7. Monitor and record 0 2 and H20 level in glove box.
0 2 PPM H20 PPM
NOTE: Impurity level must be below 5 PPM for both 0 2 and H20
before proceeding.
p
III. FUEL PIN ASSEMBLY
' 1 1. Insert stepped plug into outlet end of fuel pin tube liner subassembly
and hold in the horizontal position.
2. Insert outlet fuel pellet and separator (see Pre-lrradiation Fuel Pin Data
for order) and push until separator is justinside the inlet end of fuel
pin tube.
' 3. Insert next fuel pellet and push pellet column until end is justinside
i inlet end of fuel pin tube then load another separator.
4. Continue loading in this manner until all pellets are in place and a
i separator is between each pellet.
! 5. Insert a separator (Part No. 2A), fuel pin spacer - inlet end, a separator
i " (Part No. 2), necelsary number of weld shrinkage spacers (Part No. 7)arid inlet end fitting into fuel pin tube.
!
t 1-24
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III. FUEL PIN ASSEMBLY (C,._ntlnued)
Initial
6. Remove plug and _nsert a separator (Part No. 2A), fuel spacer - outlet
end, a sepcrator (Part No. 2) and outlet end fitting into fuel pin tube.
7. Load fuel pin assembly into EB weld fixture and weld both end caps to fuel
pin tube in accordance with Section 2.2.
I
- 8. Backfill chamber with ultra pure helium.
9. Visually inspect welds.
10. Luad and weld sample weld piece.
IV. FUEL PIN FINAL SEAL
1. Position fuel pin and welding electrode for final seal.
a. Make a sample seal weld on a practice piece in accordance with
Section 2.3 of Supplement 1.
2. Record chamber O? and H20 (must each be
5.0 PPM or less before proceeding).
3. Record chamber temperature and pressure .
4. Make seal weld in accordnnce with Section 2.3.
5. Visually inspect seal weld.
/'
V. INSPECTION
1. Remove sealed fuel pln from weld chamber and immediately helium leak
check fuel pin in accordance with applicable parts of Section 3.2.
a. Leak detector calibration - minimL,m detectable leak
Std. cc/sec.
b. Fuel pin leak rate Std. cc/sec.
2. Visually inspect fuel pin welds. Result
3. Check NASA identification number on _nlet end plug.
4. Dye penetrant inspect fuel pin welds in accordance with Section 3. 4. Outlet
end cap Inlet end cap Seal
a. Secticn all sample welds prependicular an,: parallel to the weld and inspect.
1._
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V. INSPECTION (Continued)
Initial
5. Measurelength of fuel pin.
6. Weigh fuel pin
7. X-ray fuel pin. 0° and 90°
, 8. Measurestraightnessand OD of fuel pin. (SeeApl_nd|× IV, Section C-5 of Pre-
- Ir_ad|at|onFuel P|n requirementsand Section3.9, StraightnessMeasurements.)
9. Clean fuel pin fin accordancewith Section 1.5).
10. Degass1 houra_ 2000OFwrappedin Tafoil in vacuumof 5 x 10-5 torr or
better. Furnacecool to roomtemperaturebefore removing.
11. Pressurizingto 50 psigof helium leak test in accordancewith appi|cable parts
of Section3. 2 after 1/2 hour.
a. Leak detector calib. Std. cc/sec.
b. Fuelpin leak rate Std. cc/sec.
DATE "
SIGNED
s
REMARKS:
t 1-26
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APPENDIX IV
Pre-irmdiat|on Fuel Pin Data
\
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PRE-IR_/,DXATIQN FULl. PII,! DATA
A. Fuel Pin Delta Dote Co:.'npleled
1. Fuel Pin Id_nt. No.
2. S|ze Designation
3. Asrembly Designation
4. Draw;ng No. Rev.
, B. Fuel P_:lle: Data
"" ' Fuel j Avg. U-;,-'j_'i
Pell0_tNo. ORNL No. T_. I.D. (in.) O.D. ('r,.) ¢,/t. GMS I I.en.clth(jn.) r.nrich,,:_l
I(Inlet) 1
3
,, o
---9 _
(o,,tlet) 10 __ '
TOTAL
MeasuredStock Length ....
C. Fuel Pin Tube
1. Meterlol i
2. Ident. No.
3. Heat No.
l .J
4. Length L ml
1
1-28
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. °
St,ni+',,.e,,(s._.o,,s._ _,th_ _ .....
Radial
Posit;on (Axial traverse by dial indicator fro,-no fl_t parallel surface)
I i i i I II
(" tlet) (inlet)
end 2" 4" 6" 8" I0" 12" 14" 16" end
i JJ I I
.,o,°°° i L, i L __ J J J J
""" ,°°1 I I .......
Aft:_, O° J -ii _ i i i i I "-"
_-"I +:, L
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"1
D. Fuel Pin Tube Liner (Between F_.el& Tube)
1. Mr:erial
2. Bondedor loose
3. Distance from referenced end of lube to liner
4,, Distance fl'omother end of tube to liner
I
"" E. EndCaps
1. (Inlet) end cap /_ _terial ldent. No.
2. (Outlet) end cap Mater|al Ident. No.
_. s_
Material
Location I Dent. No. Total Height
Inlet
Outlet
L,
tl '
t
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!G, Washers& Separators
Material
Loca|ion No. Washers " ' 'Io,c,. ll.icl:ne._s Center H01e Dic_.
Inlet n_xt to end cap _
Inlet .... J
n.,,,, to _u_] i
Bei'ween_.:ll'et' ] & 2.....
Be;v,,een2e!lei 2 & 3F .........
Betv,leenpellet 4 & 5 .........
Between..p.el.le;5 & 6
Betweenf_ellet 6 & 7 .....
Bel\',,eenpetle; 7 & 8
' ifc ....Be'_'we_npe i' 8 _x"9
Betweenpellet 9 & 10
, , , _, =
..' Outlet next to fuel
... Outlet .ne.x..tto end ca._'_.
H. Fuel P_nMeasuremenfs
= 1"
j-- L3L2 I
!
1 (Outlet) (Inlet) :.
I
f
No. 1 Pellet
, 1. L1 Betweenend cap flats (outside, before w_ldlng)
2. L2 Betweenend cap flats (insTdetbefore weldlng) _
3. Total internal stack length:
(a) Fuel i, u.i
" (b) Spacers.....
i (c) Wcshers
(d) Weld ShrinkageAllowance
1-31
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1
.t h
4. L1 Betwecn end cop riots (outside, offer weldh_g
5. L3 Overall length (Gher welding)
6. Weight of Assembly
7. O.D. measurements (See C-5 of Appendix IV)
8. Fuel Pinoverall straightness
I. Fuel Pin Closure
;- 1. Helium Pressure(psla) Temperature (°F)
2. Helium Purity (ppm) (From supplier certification)
(a) H -;
(B) Ne
(c) N
(d) O2_
(e) A
(f) co2_
f_) ,
_,)
3. Helium Purity (ppm) _) SpotCheck
H20 ._.,.
0 2
J. Inspection
1. Visual _ Date , Initial "
2. Ident. No. Date Initial _
3. Helium Leak Check Date Initial
Stendard Leak Rating Leak Detector Scale Readingi
,, Test ChamberEmptyScale Reading With Fuel Pin _
_,. Dye Penetrant Date , Initial _
5. X-ray Date Initial
,, , ,1 --_ l, i
i-
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APPENDIX V 1
WANL ProcessSpeclflcatlon 294564Rev. No. 4, }
Liquid Penetrant Inspection i
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INFORMATION CATEGORY @
WeslinghouseEl cTricCorporallon
.._/.,i',c I. _/,_/F,_F _ .
- . Astronuclear Laboratory
_, "__"_'_" "'_-'_ - Pittsburgh, Pa. 15236
Authorized Classifier Date {Fed. Ident. Code No. 1_6_3)
PROCESS SPECIFICATION 294564 Revision No. 4
, (Not for Publication) June 13, 1968
;. LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION
I. SCOPE
This specification covers requirements for liquid penetrant inspection, designated
as follows:
Designation Description*
294564-1 Method using solvent-removable visible dye penetrant
and a penetrant remover (solvent).
294564-2 Method using _stemulsifiable visible dye penetrant
and an emulsifier.
294564-3 Method using water-washable visible dye penetrant.
294564-4 Method using water-washable fluorescent penetrant. I
294564-5 Method using _stemulsifiable fluorescent penetrant _...,.
and an emulsifier.
294564-6 Method using a high intensity _etemulaifiable .
fluorescent penetrant and an emulsifier.
f
NOTE: Unless otherwise specified, the following requirements apply to all desig-
nations.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents, of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for
bids, shall form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.
, )(IL-STD-23 PS 29&58A
* Acceptance standards are to be selected from Tables I and II hereAn.
POP/oh I '
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3. REQUIREMENTS _
3.1 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
3.1.1 Penetrant materials shall not be over lO0°F and shall not be
applied to a surface which is at a temperature greater than lO0OF.
i 3.1.2 Due to the flas_aablenature of liquid penetrant inspection
materials, open flame shall not be used for heating purposes.
' 3.1.3 (29_56A-I): Highly volatile solvents shall be u._edcautiously.
"_ i Their vapors are relatively toxic and the liquid is a primary skin
. irritant. Extreme care shall be exercised in handling the volatile
solvents as many of them are highly inflammable liquids.
i 3.2 SUPPLEMENTARY REQUIREMENTS: Areas to be tested and the kind of liquid
! penetrant, identified by dash number, shall be specified in applicable
drawings, specifications,contracts or the purchase order. Penetrant test
markings incorporated in drawings shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-23.
#
3.3 QUALIFICATION
3.3._ rersonnel Personnel performing and interpreting liquid pene-
trant tests shall be certified according to P_ 29A58A when specified
by the purchase order.
3.3.2 Equipment Requirements: The test equipment in the hands of quali-
fied nondestructive test personnel shall be capable of consistently
obtaining results of specified quality ]evel and shall confo_, to the
applicable requirements of PS 29&58A when specified by the purchase
order.
3.& SURFACEPREPARATION
3._.I Surface Condition: Surfaces to be inspected shall be free from
scale, slag, and adhering or embedded sand or other extraneous materials.
, 3._.2 As-Welded Surfaces: As-welded surfaces shall be considered suit-
able for liquid penetrant inspection without grinding, if the slag is
removed and surface irregularitiesdo not interfere with interpretation
of the test results and if the weld contour blends into the base metal
without undercutting.
3.A.3 Surface Blasting: Shot, sand, grit and vapor blasting shall not
be done on surfaces which are to be liquid penetrant inspected unless
specifically approved by the purchaser.
3._.A Finished Surfaces: Surfaces, for which a specific finish is
required, shall be given this surface finish prior to the final liquid
penetrant inspection prescribed by the applicable specifications. In-
spection at intermediate stages of fabrication shall be permitted.
P s 29_5_
Revision No.
P_e ___
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3.&.5 Cleaning: All surfaces being tested shall be thoroughly cleaned
of extraneous material. If a nonvolatile liquid is used for cleaning,
the surface shall be heated or dried with hot air to assure complete
removal of the cleaner. As a final cleaning operation, each surface
shall be dipped, sprayed, wiped, or brushed ,,ithtrichloroethylene,
perchloroethylene,acetone, or methyl chloroform and thoroughly dried
by removing the excess with a clean, dry cloth or absorbent paper, and
allowing the remainder to evaporate for a minimum of five minutes.
Prior to liquid penetrant inspection,the surface to be tested and any
adjacent area within one inch of the surface to be tested shall be dry
, and free of any dirt, grease, lint, scale and salts, coatings, or other
" extraneous matter that would obscure surface openings or otherwise
"' interfere with the test.
3.4.6 Temperature: Maximum penetration into extremely small openings
requires that the penetrant and the test surface be maintained at the
temperature recommended by the penetrant manufacturer but in no case
shall be less than 50°F.
3.5 LIGHTING IN TEST AREA
3.5.1 Visible Penetrants(29_56_-1, -2, and -3): When visible dye
penetrants are used, the test area shall be adequately illuminated for
proper evaluation of indications revealed on the test surface.
3.5.2 Fluorescent Penetrants (29_56_-_, -5, and -6): When a fluorescent
penetrant is used, the inspection shal_ be accomplished in a darkened
area using ultraviolet lamp with a brilliance of 90 foot candles mini-
mum, when measured in the center of the beam at a distance of 15 inches
from the lamp using an unfiltered Weston Model 703 light meter, or
equal. A minimum of 5 minutes shall be allowed for the lamp to obtain
full brilliance before beginning the inspection. This equipment shall }_
_ be maintained and calibrated in a manner to ensure reliable and uniform
operation. This inspection shall be performed at least once a week.
3.6 PROCEDURE ON PENETRANTS
/
3.6.1 Application: The surface to be tested shall be thorough_ and
uniformly coated with pene_rant by flooding, brushing, imaersing or
spraying. The surface s_ ! be kept wetted for the time specified as
follows for the method _,,, .eyed:
: Penetrant
Designation _in. Penetration T_me Max. Penetration _.e
, 29_56_-I 15 minutes 20 minutes
29A56_-2 15 minutes 20 minutes
29A56_-3 25 minutes 30 mnutee ,
29_561_-A 25 minutes 30 minutes
29_56_-5 15 minutes 20 minutes "
29&,56_-6 I0 minutes 15 minutes
P S 29A56_
Page
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3.6.2 Removal of Penetrant:
3.6.2.1 (29_56_-i) Solvent Removable: Flushing of the surface
with any liquid following application of the penetrant and prior
to developing shall be prohibited. The excess penetrant shall be
removed from all surfaces as follows:
(a) As much excess penetrant as possible shall be removed by first !
wiping the surface thoroughly with a clean, dry cloth or ab-
sorbent paper.
(b) The remaining excess penetrant shall be removed by wiping the
surface with a clean cloth dampened with a penetrant remover.
Acetone shall not be used to rmmove excess penetrant.
3.6.2.2 (29&56_-3 and -_) Water Washable: The penetrant shall be i
removed from all surfaces by swabbing with a clean, lint-free cloth i
saturated with clear water or by spraying with water not exceeding
120°F and AO psi line pressure.
3.6-2.3 Postemulsifiaole: !
3.6.2.3.1 (29_56A-5 and -6): The emulsifier shall be applied
either by immersing, flooding or spraying of the part. After
a suitable penetration time (See Section 3.6.1) and emulsifica- o
tion period the surface film of the penetrant and emulsifier
shall be removed from the part by employing a hot water spray
not exceeding 120°F amd AO psi. After washing, all surfaces
shall be checked under a black light to insure complete clean-
ing of all surfaces. Alte_natively, the penetrant shall be
removed by use of the cleaner specified by the manufacturer of i"_the penetrant.
3.6.2.3.2 (29_56_-2): The procedure shall be according to Sec-
tion 3.6.2.3.1 except that after washing, all surfaces shall
be checked under adequate visible light to insure complete clean-
ing.
_ 3.6.3 Surface Drying:
3.6.3.1 Solvent Removable Penetrants (29&56_-i): The drying of
test surfaces, after the removal of the excess solvent removable
penetrant, shall be accomplished onl_ by normal evaporation, or by
blotting with absorbent paper or clean, lint-free cloth. Forced
air circulation in excess of normal ventilation in the inspection
area shall not be used. The time for surface drying after removal
of excess penetrant and prior to application of the developer shall
be limited to a maximum of ten minutes.
P s _45_
Revieion No. 6
Page
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3.6.3.2 Water Removable Penetrants (29A56&-2, -3, -4, -5, and -6):
The drying of test surfaces shall be accomplished by using cir-
culating air, blotting with paper towels or clean, lint-free cloth
or by normal evaporation. It is important that during the drying
operation no contaminating material be introduced onto the surface
which may cause misinterpretation during the inspection operation.
3.7 PROCEDURE ON DEVELOPERS
3.7.1 Dry Developer (29A56_-A, -5, and -6): Dry developing powder
shall be applied only on a dry surface so that matting will be prevented.
Immediately after drying of the test suyface, the powder shall be thinly
but uniformly applied to provide a dusty appearance. The test surfaces
shall not be evaluated sooner than 15 minutes after application of the
developer.
3.7.2 Wet Developer (29_56_-3 and -A): This kind of developer shall be
uniformly applied to surfaces by dipping, spraying or brushing after
removal of all excess penetrant. When using liquid type developers, it
is necessary that they be continually agitated in order to prevent set-
tling of solid particles. Concentrations of wet developer in cavities
on the inspection surface shall not be permitted, since these pools will
dry to an excessively heavy coating, resulting in the masking of indica-
tions. The test surfaces shall not be evaluated sooner than 15 minutes
after application of the developer.
3.7.3 Nonaqueous Wet Developer (29&56_-i, -2, -5, and -6): A non-
aqueous wet developer recomended by the penetrant manufacturer shall
be used. Zmmediately prior to application, the developing liquid shall
be kept agitated in order to prevent settling of solid particles. The
developer shall be uniformly applied in a thin coating to the test sur-
faces by spraying. If the geometry of the item being inspected pre-
_ cludes the use of a spray, a brush or similar applicator shall be used
provided it results in a uniform, thin coating of developer. Pools of
wet developer in cavities on the inspection surface shall not be per-
mitred since these pools will dry to an excessively heavy coating,
' resulting in the masking of indications. The test surfaces shall not
be eva]uated sooner than 15 minutes after application of the developer.
3.8 FIlL CLEANING: The penetrant materials shall be removed as soon as
possible after inspectlonbymeans of water or solvents in accordance with
applicable specifications.
6. QUALITY ASSUPJ_NCE
&.l COMPLIANCE: No change shall be made from these procedures without first
obtaining the approval of the purchaser.
P S _A56_
' Revise.onNo. 4
i P.go_A_ I
J
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• A.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA: The criteria for acceptance standards in terms of
' size and distribution of indications are presented in Tables I and II. Table
i I shown class numbers for coding various combinations of size of indications _
and the number of indications of each size. Table II shows code letters which
: can be used to denote the distribution of indications per total area, per
+ square inch, or along a linear dimension. Some examples of specified classes
and the interpretations therof follow:
i Class 0 - Surface or edge referenced shall be completely free of pene_rantindications. _++
_. ! Class O0 - Surface or edge may have micro-porosity only.
t
Class l-la - Surface or edge referenced may have no more than two indications
of 1/16-inch size per square inch and their centers shall be at least 3/8-inch _!
++ apart.
Class 2-_C - Surface or edge referenced map have no more than two indications of
1/16-inch size per square inch and their centers shall be at least 3/8-inch apart. !
Class 3-8K - Surface or edge referenced may have no more than three linearly-
oriented indications of i/S-Inch six and the center of any two indications
shall be at least 1/6-inch apart.
6.3 RF_ECTION STANDARDS
6.3.1 Parts showing indications in excess of those permitted by the class
number and letter specified according to Section 6.2 on the applicable
drawing or other purchasing document shall be subject to rejection.
6.3.2 Weldments and other parts with a relatively rough surface may reveal
nonrelevant indications and shall be subject to the following interpretation.
+_ All indications in weld craters shall be considered relevant and shall be
evaluated in accordance with applicable acceptance standards. If other
indications are believed to be nonrelevant at least 10 percent of each type
of indication shall be explored b.v removing the surface roughness or other
conditions believed to have caused the type of indication to determine if
defects are present. The absence of indications upon reinspection by liquid
penetrant inspection after r_moval of the surface roughness shall be con-
eidered to prove that the indications were nonrelevant with reepect to
actual defects. If reinepection reveals any indications, these indications
and all of the original indications ehall be considered relevant and shall
be evaluated in aceordance with the aceeptance standards
6.6 RECORDS AND R._P(_'r3
' &._.l Records: The type of penetrant uud, and times for penetration and
developing shall be recorded. For each part inspected, its id,_ntification
and the else, shape, type, and nunber of defects found and their locations
shall be recorded.
' _.6..2 Reports: Five copies of the infomation reeo_dod in compliance with
i _ec_on A.A.I shall be submitted to the pol_hasea" aoeording to inetmaetions
on the purchase order.
PS 29A56_ Roy. Wo. A
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FS 29_56A Rev. Ne. _ TABLE II
CODE LETTERS FOR DISTRIBUTIOIIOF INDICATION___SS
Class Suffix Basis 0:4Lim4ts _._InlmuuDistance
Letter of indications Between Center__sInche.____s
A Total area or edge ....
B Per square inch I/_
f
.. C Per square inch 3/8
D Per square inch 1/2
E Per square inch 1
F Per square inch 2
G Per square inch 3
H Per square inch
J Per square inch 6
K Per linear dimension I/_
L Per linear dimension 3/8
2! Per linear dimension 1/2 }" _
- N Per linear dimension 1
Per linear di_enslon 2 i
Q Per linear dimension 3 i
R Per linear d_ension 4
S Per linear dlmension 6
PS 29A56_ Rev. Ne. _
,0
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Helium Leak Test Proems Pro¢edure 1
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-_ INFORMATION CATEGORY
L . __ WesTinghouseElectricCorporation
Authorized Classifier Date
Astronuclear Laboratory
P, O. Box 10864
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15236
(Fed. Ident. Code No. 14683)
i PROCESS SPECIFICATION 296592 Revision No. i October 13. 1967
(Not for Publication)
#
- _ HELIUM LEAK TEST PROCESS PROCEDURES
i. PURPOSE
i This procedure describes the test methods to be followed in determining
the soundness of hermetically sealed vessel assemblies. Its application
in no way relieves the supplier of the responsibility of performing any
other nondestructivetests (includ_ig dye penetrant, ultrasonic, radio-
graphy, eddy current, etc.) contractually specified by the purchaser to
ascertain the integrity of any component.
2. SCOPE
Two methods of testing are permitted - One involves subjecting (sealed)
components to vacuum and, immediately thereafter, to a high pressure of helium
in a pressure chambsr; then employing a leak detector to detect the existence
of ar_ leaks through exceedingly small openings in the envelope or barrier
separating two regions of different pressures. When permitted by the appli-
_- cable drawing, componentsmay be tested with a helium atmosphere while a leak "
i[ detector is in communicationwith its inside space (See Section 6). !...,.
-_ t 3. GI_,RAL REQUIRENENTS
3.1 Scheduling:
" 3.1.1 Leak testing shall be performed during pre-deterained stages of ,, i
fabrication and shall be preceded by stress relieving of the subassembly
when completed vessels are stress relieved before final leak testing. ._
3.2 Precautions:
3.2.1 The vessel under test shall be absolutely clean and free from
water vapor, oil, grease, and other contaminants which might affect
leak test data.
3.2.2 The helium employed for testing shall be pure water pumped dry
gas having a dew-point of &O°F or lower. :.
3.2.3 All unused vessel openings shall be sealed leaktight. All sealing "
material must be readily and completely removable after completion of the
test.
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&. INSTRUMENTATION
&.l The leak detector used shall have a sensitivity of at least ixlO-8
standard cc He/sec., as determined with a standald leak, when operated at
maximmn throttle opening.
4.2 Operation of the leak detector shall be strictly in accordance with
the manufacturer's instructions. At no time shall the leak detector ptu_ps
be used tc evacuate external manifolds or vacuum,chambers.
6
4.3 The vacuum system shall be calibrated daily for helium sensitivity, i
In calibrating the system the external vacuum pumps shall be blanked off Iand a standard leak placed at the furthest point from the leak detector.The standard leak used to calibrate the system shall be at least lxlO-6
standard cc He/sec. and shall be handled with extreme care to prevent plug-
ging or breakage. Calibration shall bs concluded as soon as the system
I
sensitivity reaches a _£nimum of ly_lO-_ standard cc He/sec.
_.4 The leak tester and vacuum syste_ shall be tested for helium back-
ground daily. System background with the external p%mps blanked off shall
be no more than 5% of full scale (when the unit is set at nmximum sensitivity)
after five minutes of continuous testing. If units with an adjustable zero
are used, total system background shall be reduced to below that specified
above.
: 4.5 The components tested shall be free of dirt, grease, burrs, etc. which
would either tend to clog defects or damage the pressure and vacuum fittings.
A.6 Leak testing shall be performed in well ventilated areas to minimize
the possibility of detecting helium-contaminatedair. , ,
_._,A.7 The vacuum system shall be constructed from corrosion resistant ma-
terials and kept scrupulously clean at all times. All flexible connections
shall be made of neoprene.
5. TEST PROCEDURE
5.1 Pressurizing Operation:
5.1.1 Place component assemblies in pressure manifold and seal. Y_ke
certain that all assemblies are clean and free of any porous materials
which may absorb helium.
5.1.2 Evacuate the pressure _anifold for 20 minutes minimum after at-
taining,a vacuum pressure of lO to 15 microns of Hg.
5.1.3 Close pressure chamber vacuum valve. "
5.1.4 Open helium inlet valve allowing chamber pressure to reach I00 psi,
_d.niz,,um. ."
5.1.5 Maintain helium pressure at I00 psi. for 20 minutes minimum.
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5.1.6 Close helium inlet valve, release pressure and remove the com-
ponent assemblies from the pressure chamber.
5.1.7 The pressure ch&mber may be reloaded and operations 5.1.1 through
5.1.6 repeated under continuous operating conditions.
5.1.8 Allow component assemblies to stand in air for a nuinimumof 1C
minutes and maximum of 2_ hours before helium leak testing, to allow
ar_rresidual helium which may be absorbed on the outside surfaces of
the component assemblies to diffuse into the air.
I
- 5.2 Cal_bration of Equipment:
5.2.1 General
5.2.1.i Calibration will be made after each period of shutdown
greater than 1/2 hour and a minimum of three times per shift at
the beginning of the shift, after the lunch period and at the
end of the shift on continuous production. Results of each cali-
bration v_ll be recorded on the production record form.
5.2.1.2 The recorded information will be as follows:
a. Location of calibrated leak tube.
b. Date and time of day.
c. Component assembly batch tested before and after
calibration.
d. The magnitude of the output meter deflection at an
amplification of IOX, 5X, and IX. !_
5.2.1.3 During calibration the calibrated leak tube will be
located at the area in which the component assemblies will be
tested, or at a point in the chamber furthest from the leak de-
' tector. '_
5.2.1.& All calibration tests will be conducted with the throttle
valve wide open and a manifold pressure of 0.2 microns of Hg or
less.
5.2.1.5 To insure that deflection recorded during calibration
is not caused by residual helium contained in the system, no de-
flection of the meter should be evident when the leak source is
removed or switched off.
i
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5.2.1.6 The sensitivity of the leak detector should be the
s&_e or more sensitive than the limits indicated under para-
graph A.1.
5.2.1.7 If it is found that the leak detector does not meet the
calibration standard, all components tested between calibratlcn
tests shall be retested.
5.2.2 Procedure for Establishing Acceptance Number
5.2.2.1 Use a known standard glass leak tube; for exarple,
7.A x 1C-7 cc/sec. This is to be connected to the component
' testing chamber
5.2.2.2 _]_enpressure in the empty ch&::beris less than .2
microns as indicated on the multi-purpose mete[-on the leak
detector, turn on the standard leak.
5.2.2.3 Pump on the standard leak until a _table reading on
the output meter is rp_ched. This is indicated by a meter
change of less than five per cent in two minutes. All valves
between the standard leak and the detector should be wide open•
5.2.2.A Record the meter reading and scale (Reading "A').
5.2.2.5 Turn off leak, stabilize reading as in paragraph 5.2.2.3
and record meter reading and scale (Reading "B").
\
5.2.2.6 Then:
stcndard _ak rat_ "
"A" - "B" = sensitivity , t"""'
Example: _,_xlO_7 = 7.I_ 1C-7 = 3.TxlC-9 cc/sec.
- (lO ) "200
5.2.2.7 CPlculate the _cceptance number as fol]ows:
maximum component leak rate = acceptance number
sensitivity
,Example:5xiO-8 " 13.5
5.1 Leak Testing
5.3.1 Fill chamber with _s many component assemb:_les_s convenient and
pump d_wn to low Dresstu- with the roughing pump.
* If uns_)cified, a figure of 5xlO-8 cc/sec, shall be considered the t_J.,,'zLmumaccept-
able.
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5.3.2 Usingthe same procedureas when determiningsensitivity,open
valvesto the le%k detector.
5.3.3 l_en pressureindicatedon multi-purposemeter is below .2
m±crons,turn on filament.
5.3._ After allowingmeter to stabilize(nomore than 5% increasein 2
mi:_utes),recordthe readingon the outputmeter if it goes below the
previouslydeterminedacceptancenumber,acceptall componentsin the
chamber. Recordcomponentlot numbersand the readingon the output
I meter.
5.3.5 If the audiblesignal_s set at lessthan the acceptance number,
it is acceptableto recordthe readingas lessthan the audiblesignal.
5.3.6 If a leak is indicatedby a readinggreaterthan the acceptance
number,separatethe componentsinto smallerbatchesuntil the leaking
tube is identified.
5.3.7 Recordall data thatwould be requiredto duplic_.tethe test.
6. ALTERNATETEST PROCEDURE
6.1 Section5 requirementsmay be waivedand componentsshallbe leak tested
i in accordancewith Section6.3.2 IndividualHood Methodand Section6.& Probe _
I Methodof MIL-STD-271D.
i 6.2 A leak shallbe definedas an increaseof greaterthan 5% of full scale .readingof the eakratemeter above backgr und(when the leak detecteris set
t at maximumsensitivity)after fiveminutesof continuoustesting. -
t
!
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